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Fees may rise to fund Union
By Jordan Fouts

REttGION RFPOBTf R ■

A general student fee
increase may be In More near
the beginning of 2002, to help
COW the interest debt Student
Union
construction
has
incurred.
The total borrowings for capital projects is jusl under Slit) million, which created a debt in
interest that will need to he
repaid, said David Albrecht,
chair of the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee (FSBQ.
$33 to 34 million of the borrowed money is going to Union

operations by current projections, said I.Christopher Dalton,
senior vice president for finance
and administration. Students
and businesses in the Union will
have to help repay a sizable portion. Dalton said.
The increase will not take
place until the new Student
Union has opened its doors,
according to Albrecht.
ITiis is only one of the concerns that the I'SBC is tackling
as it discusses budget proposals
for 2001-2002 with the
University itudgct Committee.
Albrecht said then' will be a siz-

able amount of change relating
to the following issues:
• Increased utility costs
"There are huge increases in
utility costs, and the university is
impacted," Albrecht said. "It will
cost substantially more to heat
the facilities."
• Increased healthcare costs
Healthcare costs increased
substantially a year ago,
Albrecht said. A 15-20 percent
increase is expected for next
year, which he called sizable.
• Calls for larger operating
budgets
More funds are needed for

operating budgets, according to
Albrecht, after various departments said that funds in previous years were Insufficient "The
amounts allocated never kept
up," Albrecht said.
• Continuing president
Ribeau's Compensation Plan

Because of his notion that the
average BGSU employee salary
is low compared to other institutions. President Ribeau implemented a compensation plan
two years ago, Albrecht said. The
goal is to raise the average salary
to the 30th percent ile point over
a seven-year period

"|The President wantedl to
move the salaries for faculty and
staff into a competitive position," said FSBC member |udy
Adams.
• Uncertainty over the level of
state funding
"State funds go through a
complex political process,"
Albrecht said. The governor's
budget impacts the money the
University receives, and his proposal this year is for less than the
University received previously.
"We don't know what we will
BUDGET. PAGE 5

2000-2001 BUDGET
BGSU Education Expenditure Budget for
2000-2001. Grand Total $181,984,968

Culler
Support

Source: www bjsu Mii/oftasTinicMwdpH
lenrieiUcoUBGNnn

Revenue loss
to be discussed

THE JOY OF PEPSI?

By Amy Nicoletti
ENVIRONMENT REPORTER

Solutions are being considered this week to replace the
campus recycling program's
possible loss of revenue from
the University's new contract
with Pepsi-Cola.
According to Craig Wittig,
coordinator of the recycling
program, the program will lose
revenue that came from the
recycling of aluminum cans,
which were replaced with lessprofitable plastic hordes.
Wittig says a committee has
been formed to review the recy-

cling program. They planned to
meet last week, but due to
scheduling conflicts had to wait.
They are expected to meet soon,
most likely within the week.
Bryan Benner, associate vice
president for the administrator,
says he is unsure of what the
effect of the contract on the
recycling program will be, but
that it will be beneficial. He says
institutional revenues will be
used to offset any money losses
to the program.
According to Benner, the proRECYCUNG, PAGE 5

BGNEWS POLL RESULTS
Students responded to the question "Do you agree with the
University's decision to limit the soft-drink selection on campus to
only Pepsi products?" as follows:
670

Yes
Source: www bgnews.com

Doesn't bother me

No
lenmter Jacobs BG News

U. student reports
rape in Oak
Grove Cemetery
By Craig Gifford
CHIEF REPORTER

Tom Reed RC News

MORE THAN PUBLICITY: This Pepsi machine outside the Business Administration building was wrapped by the Sigma Kappa
fraternity. The sign is promoting the fraternity's open rush and tries to downplay Pepsi's five-and-a-half year pouring rights
contract.

A senior female reported on
Monday that she was raped on
November 27.
She was walking in the parking lot when a man approached
her. He told her not to scream
and that he had a knife, said
Dick Gullufsen, police information officer. The man then took
her to Oak Grove Cemetery
where he sexually assaulted her.
According to Gullufsen, the
man who raped the woman was
either white or Hispanic, 6'3",
200 pounds, with black hair and
a white hat.
Gullufsen said that stranger
rapes are a rarity on campus.
Ihe last one took place last year,
with the only other one having
been reported occurring in
1995.
Although they don't happen
very often, Gullufsen said that
anything can happen and people should be aware of them.
"It happens. lust when you

,'".-.

think they don't, it happens.
This is an open campus that
people can travel. People come
on campus that probably don't
belong here." he said.
Gullufsen noted that people
can take precautions in order to
not be a rape victim. He said
diat a person should be aware of
their surroundings.
"Always park in well lit areas,"
he said. "If someone looks suspicious stay in the car."
Me also said that a person
should draw attention to themselves if they think they are be
followed by someone.
"If you think you are being
followed, go to other side of the
street. If you continue being followed, make noise. Noise is a
good deterrent," he said.
"Don't look like an easy target," Gullufsen said. "Make sure
you do those things to prevent
being a victim."
t,
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Napster to blame for traffic problems
By Lynn Safranek
U-WIRE

OMAHA, Neb. - An Internet
clogged with Napster traffic is
forcing Creighton University to
crack down on the free music filesharing browser. And even
though Creighton's actions aren't
intentionally slowing the speed at
which students download files
from Napster, it may be having an
effect.
On Ian. 12, Information
Technology began monitoring
content using Packeteer, a monitoring device placed between
Creighton and the Internet, said
Chuck Ruch, associate vice president for information technology
and director for technology services.
Packeteer collects information

about the type of Internet traffic
passing to the main connection
at the University of Nebraska,
makes rules to prioritize
Creighton's traffic and limits traffic.
After several days of monitoring Creighton's Internet usage,
Packeteer came up with some
surprising results.
..
Outbound traffic was higher
than inbound traffic, meaning
Creighton is providing more
information to the Internet than
receiving, Ruch said. Not only
that, but Napster made up 79
percent of all outbound traffic
"That was not something we
were expecting," Ruch said.
After Creighton established a
faster Internet connection, outside users found it attractive to

use Creighton as a source to
retrieve files, Ruch said.
To combat this problem, on
Ian. 15 Information Technology
used Packeteer to place a limit on
outgoing Napster traffic. The
bandwidth available for outgoing
Napster traffic was squeezed to
make it more difficult for outside
users to retrieve Napster files on
Creighton computers.
"We believe this had an effect
on the general population and
not on us," Ruch said.
Outbound Napster traffic did
decrease significantly as a result,
but students say tli.it inbound
traffic has also slowed.
I.ouis Magyar, a nursing
sophomore who estimates he has
at least 2,000 MP3 files, said that
the change in Napster's down-

loading time is much slower.
"It used to take less than 30 seconds and now it'll take about 20
minutes," Magyar said. Music
files that used to download at
around 400 kilobytes per second
now download at around 2 kilobytes per second.
"The effect that's being reported surprises us," Ruch said. "It is
something we're working on."
Two possible reasons exist for
Napster's inbound slowdown,
Ruch said. »One is that other
servers also arc reducing their
outbound Napster traffic, making
it difficult for Creighton's computers to retrieve files. The more
plausible reason, according to
Ruch, is that "by reducing outbound traffic, it may have affected the inbound."

Creighton's Internet connection received a boost last
September when extra bandwidth was added to relieve the
pressure of heavy Internet traffic.
After the new bandwidth was
added,
Creighton's
traffic
quadrupled to an unexpected 12
megabytes.
"The University of Nebraska
has no way to limit the amount of
traffic we send to them," Ruch
said. It is Creighton's responsibility to control traffic growth by
purchasing more bandwidth or
limiting traffic.
Buying more bandwidth is a
reasonable solution because of its
moderate cost, but Ruch said it
would be more logical to prioritize traffic to exclude bandwidth
sponges such as Napster.

"We can ignore what the
Internet is being used for and pay
for the demand or put priorities
so we can reduce traffic and pay
what we're willing to pay for,"
Ruch said.
Through the University of
Nebraska, Creighton purchased a
45-megabyte pipe, Ruch said.
Although Creighton has access to
45 megabyte, the megabytes are
bought from the University of
Nebraska one at a time.
Creighton contracted to buy 13
megabytes at $4,200 each, plus a
$36,000 a year fee to connect to
the University of Nebraska server.
Previously, Creighton connected to the Internet with 3
megabytes of bandwidth for
$36,000 a year.

ROTC presence on Catholic campus challenged
By lim
Dm Logan
U . Itt I 0 (E
u-WIR

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Ben
Peters remembers the night
well.
He was walking into the
Center for Social Concerns,
where Pax Christi, the University
of Notre Dame campus Catholic
peace group of which Peters is a
member, was hosting a lecture
and discussion. The topic was to
be the Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) and its place on a
Catholic university campus.
Having attended many other
talks at the CSC, Peters expected
that attendance would be light.
He was wrong.
"I was thinking maybe 10
people," he said. "I walk in and
see 100 people there, 100 kids
there, most of them with buzz
cuts; 1 just choked up."
That night was the first of Pax
Christi's ROTC dialogues, an
ongoing series intended to get
people thinking about the role
of the military at Notre Dame.
These sessions have brought

ardent pacifists together with
*i ,tn... officers,
,,ir..-.,,. and
,.,. I have
li'.i-,,,,......
future
provid-1
ed a forum for both sides to discuss what it means to be a
Catholic in the military, and
what it means to be opposed to
the military on Catholic
grounds.
It is a discussion about two
ways to seek peace.
With about 375 students in
three branches, Notre Dame has
one of the largest ROTC programs in the country. It is also
consistently recognized as one
of the best. It teaches how to
maintain
peace
through
strength, and its professors say
the program produces some
great young men and women
who go on to serve their country
well.
"What you see in the people
coming out, the people you see
on the other end, they are some
pretty remarkable people," said
Lieutenant
Colonel
Mike
Edwards, Battalion commander
for the Army detachment.
But some people say ROTC

stushouldn't be here. Training sru.(...K. Snm MiiflllaiMi ■ ■ —Ja ■ - ***
dents
for military service, critics
say, is antithetical to the mission
of a Catholic school. They argue
that the University should be
training its students to better
serve God, and war is not the
way to do that.
"You can't love your enemy
and participate in (killing
them)," said Shawn Storer, a
founding member of Pax
Christi. "Christ died on the cross
and victory comes in that example, not in war."
They are making an age-old
argument.
The debate over ROTC on college campuses across the country has laid mostly dormant
since Vietnam. But at Notre
Dame, it resurfaces regularly,
brought up by activists inspired
by Catholic pacifism. At times,
the dialogue on campus has
been heated, but unlike some
schools in the 1960s, Notre
Dame has never seen its ROTC
building go up in flames.
These days, most students

accept the military training pro,.„.-«»•. u n f..*.* »C l:C *.• Rtn(-n
gram
as a fact of life at Notre
Dame. ROTC students are like
everyone else, and everyone
knows a few of them. There's not
much to think about, as Notre
Dame has the ROTC established
as a solid program.
Pax Christi hopes to change
that.
That is where the dialogues
come in. The point of these discussions, at least at present, is
not to rally opposition to ROTC,
but to provide a forum for the
two sides to come together and
talk. There have been two this
year, with another scheduled for
Wednesday night.
But opening dialogue has
been a challenge.
For understandable reasons,
many in the military program
have been suspicious of Pax
Christi, a group which was
founded two years ago essentially to challenge ROTC's existence at Notre Dame. They have
brought several anti-military
speakers to campus, and spon-

detailing
sored a lecture in April detail
""10
\t\ m<ii*n>xr>
» \ ( should
.'<,..
reasons I.IUK
why IK
ROTC
be banned from Notre Dame's
campus." The lecture was seen
by many in the program as an
attack, and it fueled doubts
about the peace group.
"Things Pax Christi has done
in the past has put barriers
there," sophomore Andrew
DeBerry, an Air Force cadet who
is also involved with Pax Christi.
"When you do that and then
try to communicate with someone, you immediately have a
hostile environment."
The first dialogue this year
was done differently. Shawn
Storer of'Pax Christi shared the
podium with Marine cadet loe
Zilligan. and the two compared
two different Church teachings
on war - Christian Pacifism and
Catholic lust War Theory.
Afterwards, the large audience
split up into small groups - - each
a mix of future officers, peace
activists and those in the middle
- - to discuss the issue. Leaders of
the peace group call the talks a
big success.

Immediate Interviews this Thursday
Career Services 1-3
Call 372-9294 or call
419-891-6820

visit www.upsjobs.com

m%^rzr&&y

Prout chapel
to hold
memorial for
U. student
1HE BG NEWS

A memorial service will be
heldforAndy Rowe on Friday at
2:30 p.m., in Prout Chapel.
Rowe, 22, was a senior criminal justice major, from Elyria,
Ohio. He died over break in a
hunting accident Coshocton
County, Ohio.
According to Sabeen Shaikh,
coordinator of the service, the
service will begin promptly and
all are encourage to come.
"It's open to everyone at
Bowling Green," she said.
Shaikh said that the memorial will include speeches from a
faculty member and Rowe's
best friend.
The memorial is being paid
for by the traffic appeals court,
with whom Rowe worked.
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CAMPUS v P?

FALL 2001 LEASING

Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Frazee Avenue Apartments
(818 Thurstin & 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue)
• 2 bedrooms / 2baths/ furnished
• dishwashers /garbage disposals

Close to Campus!

Field Manor Apartments
(519 Leroy Ave. & 542, 560 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 bedrooms II baths / furnished
Close to Campus!
• dishwashers / garbage disposals

u

East Merrv Avenue Apartments
(516 & 522 East Merry Avenue)
• 2 bedrooms / 2 baths / furnished
Close to Campus!
• dishwashers / garbage disposals

Mercer Manor Apartments
(323 & 331 Mercer Road)
• 3 bedrooms / 2 full baths
• A/C, fireplaces, & microwaves

Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am -1 pm)

o.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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CHECKOUT
HERJUDD'S!
Naomi Judd was
accused of assaulting a
male stripper at a
Brentwood.Tenn., eatery
last week. He was straddling some girl for her
birthday and Judd just
didn't appreciate it. The
stripper is really lucky he
encountered Naomi and
notWynonna!

CROSSWORD
Citizens on patrol.

"Hey, I like to listen to Kenny G
all night long!"
E.SEAN
MEDINA
Funky Cold

THIS ONE'S FOR ALL
THE FELLAS So you're
watching the Super Bowl, the
half-time show begins and
you scoff at *N'Sync. Well,
out comes Miss Britney. Most
men (nerd or not) thanked
their stars they didn't change
the channel. And for the
ladies... it's the Super Bowl,
tight football pants are quite
alright!

WORD OF THE DAY

MUCKRAKE
Pronunciation: 'm&h-"rAk
Function: intransitive verb
Etymology: obsolete muckrake, noun, rake for dung
Date: 1910
1: to search out and publicly
expose real or apparent misconduct of a prominent individual or business also-.it's
kind of funny to look up at
etymology. Rake for dung ...
that is classic.

SAY WHAT?!?
"No one's really
gonna to be free
until nerd persecution ends."
GILBERT LOWE,
REVENGE OF THE
NERDS (1984)
VENGEFUL NERD, HUMAN
AND TRUE VISIONARY

1 am a nerd.
Hey, at least I can admit it
I know plenty of nerds out
there that cling on to the belief
that there is a remote possibility
;hat they are cool. The saddest
thing one will ever see is a nerd
smoking pot and listening to
Dave Matthews Band (or "Dave"
as his fans call him).
I came to realize the awful truth
when my friends and I were talking about our favorite cereals.
Of course the big four were
mentioned: Cocoa Puffs, Trix,
Cocoa Pebbles and Froot Loops,
but when it was my turn, I blurted out "Rice Chex." That was the
wrong thing to say, and they
stripped me of my coolness
badge (a badge that each of us
wore on a daily basis).
As I walked home dejected and
all alone. I began to think about
the clothes from the Gap and the
N'SYNC CD in my CD player.
When I thought about that. I realized my life was a lie.
I was trying to be someone I
wasn't, and this was a minienlightenment. I went straight
home and turned on the History
Channel, and for the first time in
my life I actually accepted that I

liked "History's Mysteries."
Running out into the street
buck-naked (I threw away all my
Gap clothing, including my awesome green scarf), 1 promised
that I would never deceive myself
again. After clothing myself with
garb from IC Penney's, 1 ran into
my friend.
My friend, we'll call her
"leanine," and I started talking,
and I realized that I was not alone:
leanine was a dork as well! She
used die word "swell" and listened to Billy Joel, and compared
to her, 1 was not that nerdy.
The big test came when I met
up with my girlfriend for dinner.
I brought along a National
Geographic magazine, and was
enjoying a fascinating study on
Tribes of Africa when she interrupted my bliss by asking what
we were doing that weekend.
"I thought we could visit the
Cleveland Museum of Art," I said,
and waited for the reaction I
thought was coming.
"That's a great idea" she said.
later we might be able to catch
the Scorpion's reunion tour!"
I was floored! I couldn't believe
that my own girlfriend was a nerd
like me. However, as the days
turned into weeks 1 realized
something: everyone has nerdy
tendencies.
For example, my friend "John"
(who I thought reeked of awesomencss) likes to watch the
cooking channel, and my "Dad"

•••

likes to listen to German polka
music (and he's pretty dam cool).
I am also positive that even
"Sidney Ribeau" (the coolest of
the cool) likes to listen to lohn
Tesh sometimes.
The fact is, no one is totally
cool, and no one has the ultimate
say on what or who is cool.
Every single person on this
campus likes something that
someone else would deem
"uncool."
The only difference is that
some people embrace their
nerdish tendencies, and some
people deceive themselves by
putting up a front of coolness,
such as listening to Smash Mouth
and watching the "Real World."
I am leading a revolution for
everyone to admit that they are
not cool.
So ladies and genUemen, bring
out the Bee Gees, wear your
stonewashed jeans and watch the
Discovery Channel. The alternative is the Backstreet Boys and
"Say What? Karaoke" being popular for the next 20 years.
AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!
Need someone to talk to? Are the
perils of being a nerd getting you
down? E. Sean is now accepting
applications for an intensive nerd
counseling program. Guest speakers include Boogerfrom "Revenge
of the Nerds" and Steve Perry.
Email him at:
smedina@bgnet.bgsu.edu

ACROSS
1 Krvl o' jockey or
brake
5 Wnecontener
9 l*oM hunler to
be
14 Cboiipa-I
15 Mane man'
16 Chicago akoorl
17 Push-button
toiorunncr
18 Supply ol BBs
19 Omdng device
20 Arrangement*
22 & others
24 Trial by lire
?s 8olch
27 Honest man?
29 Astronaut timed
senator lumed
astronaut
32 FaMwWi
vender
37 Watched a tape
again
36 Track gatherings
39 Com serving
40 Mrdrje ol the
road
42 Having ow«
44 Very dry. as wine
45 Dash to pieces
47 Desert springs
48 Peevishness
50 Uncorks
St Wrtler Burrjno
52 Rich or Worth
54 Work gang
57 Neerjehoie
59 Cetegorue
83Swlt
65SWh'sson

12
13
21
23

68 Stage type

26 Humiliate

67 Siamese, today
69 Farm parcel

70 Orange coat
71 Ukoanunkompl
lawn

72 Notices

73 Oxen link
t
2
3
4
5

DOWN
June celebrants
Naslase ol lennls
ERA. e.y,
LAe colonnades
Set 01 students

i

Dear Captain,
What is the meaningoflife?
Dave

CAPTAIN
RIBMAN
Superhero
Captain Ribman is a highly
respected superhero who fights
crime and is featured here on
Page 3 semi-weekly in comic
form. We tried to get Space Ghost
but we are only a Mid west college paper! His advice is merely
for entertainment and you gotta
admit it. it's funny stuff
Responses given by this odd man
are not the opinions of Page 3.
Unless you really like them, then
they are our exact thoughts.

Dear Dave,
life /lif/ n. pi. lives (from the
Latin root 'life' meaning 'life')
The property or quality manifested in functions such as
metabolism, growth, response to
stimulation and reproduction
diat distinguishes live organisms
from dead organisms or from
inanimate matter.
Duh.Goodluck!
Captain RibMan
Dear Captain RibMan,

Dear Michelle,
E-mail me your most recent
picture, address and favorite
wine.
I'll be there late
afternoon/early evening.
Good luck!
Captain RibMan
©TMS Campus, 2001

Interesting website worth checking out...
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PROBLEMS?

6 Objective
7 Anybody
8 Windsor or
bow*no
9 Aley m comes'
TOBUnch
it Bettor than

28 Wood*!' (I
mtrumonts
Gel a hold on
Embankment
Put up
Leash
Discontinue
Consumod
Apply bandages

29
30
31
33
34
35
36

About to trade in
your pocket protector for
the answer to 12 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

Lov-agod
rWcof s shelter
Summit
Blanches

to

41 Test score
43 Wall hanging
46 SystemaUeo

56
80
61
62
64

Affirmative votes
Buckeye Stale
Uneolcabs
Powerful trend
Calendar
component
66 Mispickei. e.g.

knowledge
Relax
Rotaxos
Bird's crop
Few and tar
between
56 Fencer's toll
49
53
54
55

OHIO WEATHER
Wednesday, January 31

AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high
temperatures

"~| Portsmouth |3T/44C2001 AoeuWeathet, inc

o &•> «m
Sunny Pi OouOy
I-J

Cloudy

<&?
Showers

T-sUvms

Rein

Flume*

Snow

Ice

*Lioc*tee Prts

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Saturday

Thursday

Friday

Snow

Snow

High: 34"
Low: 27*

High:28Low: 18"

Ask Captain Ribman m
/ liave been single now for a
month. I luwe never had a problem getting guys, butnowlseem
to luwe lost my charm. Can you
help me out?
Michelle
University of Central Florida

'

©
Mostly
Cloudy

High:34'
Low: 18*
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"You are not your car."
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www.amihotornot.com
- tell em' that Hurm the Sperm sent ya! (He scored a 3: not very hot.)

ON-LINE CONTEST"!
Party Guy Kevin Aeh suggests that
a wine and cheese party would be
great. Well, as much as we would
like to, Page 3 can't give away wine.
The next best thing is of course ...
Easy Cheese! To win a can, all you
haveto do isjogon to
lews.c.ojmpage:

Vincent van Goghs to Disney World

WHO IS CONKER AND WHAT IS WRONG WITH HIS
FUR? In true "nerd" style, there is a seemingly stupid
and non-cool graphic placed on this very page. It is a
lame attempt to be a nerd, but it is an attempt. The
theme thing on this page is really hard to do sometimes. It should also be mentioned that directly to
your left is a cartoon that also is an effort to obtain
nerdness. Thank you, please pull through!

4 *ednesday, January 31.2001
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www.bgnews.com/opinton

BUSH INVITES KENNEDYS TO MOVIE
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Call it detente-by-film:
President Bush has invited members of the Kennedy
family to the White House to watch "Thirteen Days,"
the movie about John E Kennedy and the Cuban missilecrisis.

.

OPINION

.'-

EDITORIAL

Card-swiping officially missed
Under normal circumstances,
we might refrain from publishing
a stance that has appeared previ
inisK on this page.
However, the last few late
nights in the newsroom have
proven Teresa Kowalsky's point
much better than one might
believe peossible.
In her January 29th letter to the
editor. Kowalsky bemoaned the
absence of the BiG Charge option
from all the vending machines on
campus. In trie days since, many
a mouth has voiced a similar
opinion in places around campus, including the offices of the

BCNews.

Around the corner from these
offices is a pair of vending
machines. One dispenses a certain carbonated beverage, the
other provides solid food substances.
Over the course of a day.
employees of this publication will
be in the middle of transcribing a
story or laying out a page, when
their bodies start to fail them. It's
not a full-out hunger, but a slight
sluggishness that could be easily
solved by a tasty beverage and a
small bag of chips or M&Ms.
In the past, this problem was

It's hip to be
square
AT ISSUE Morality has returned to the forefront, but
who is defining it?
It seems as though being moral
is back in style.
After eight years with a
Democratic reign in the White
House. Republicans are back in
the White House along with their
holier-than-thou focus on religion and doing what's 'right.'
But is this a good thing?
I'm not saying by any means
that people should be immoral or
that leftist radicals are the answer
to the nation's problems
But it seems that George W.
Bush is marching to the sound of
Bible-beaters and moralists
already, even with some of the
moving boxes still left unpacked.
Perhaps there is a movement to
get back to good old fasliioned
values,' but this movement
comes at a heavy price.
In the eight years that former
President Bill Clinton presided
over the country, there was little
debate involving the age-old
debate over the separation of
church and state. In the nine days
that President Bush has been in
office, there have been two outcries that religion and government are becoming bedfellows.
The first outcry was over the
appointing of John Ashcroft as
Attorney General by the almighty

bfnews9Ustproc.bgsu.edu

Would you like to see the
return of the BiG Charge on
campus vending machines?
Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

easily solved. Whether the person
lived on- or off-campus, he or she
could simply turn the corner,
swipe his or her ID through the
reader and get a quick snack to
tide him or her over until mealtime.

Since the beginning of this
semseter. though, such a solution
has been impossible. This has
resulted
in
malnourished
employees, with barely enough
strength to move their own withered limbs (pardon our use of
hyperbole).
We know that money is a large
part of a university. When that
statement is applied to the above
situation, it makes us wonder.
Students like simplicity, and
they enjoy being able to get what
they need quickly and efficiently
during a hectic day. It was indeed
a happy sight to happen upon

vending machines with the glowing green words, "Card or Cash."
It was so easy, in fact, that one
could almost set their watch to it.
For example, it was easy fora person to spend SI.50 four days a
week, and record that in his or her
budget. That's about $27 every
month, paid for with a single
check.
It was simple and it worked
well for those of us who were usually light when it came to carrying
cash. Which is a great number of
students.
One would think that the
University would have fitted the

new Pepsi machines with the
good old swipe mechanism, so
that they could sell more of the
precious carbonated liquid. Or at
least keep the current ones working, so that people would get
thirsty after eating a bag of chips.
Instead, the new machines
have the ability to accept the new
gold dollar. This is a good thing, if
the nation is going to truly get
that beautiful new coin into circulation.
But when one considers the
University, a student swiping his
or her ID is more precious than
gold.

PEOPLE Falun Gong full of lies
ON THE STREET
If the Stadium had
lights installed, would
you be more likely to
go to a game? Why?

KURT
KINZEL
Opinion Columnist

Television programs such as
"Moral Court" and "Dr. Judy"
push 'doing the right thing' onto a
nation of people that were
brought up thinking they had the
freedom to choose how to live
their lives. As far as I'm concerned, the snippy psuedo-shrink
wouldn't know the right thing' if
it came up and bit her in the ass.
This resurgence of moral crusaders are reminiscent of the
Moral Majority, led by the
Reverend Jerry "I Think the Purple
Teletubbie is Gay" Falwell.
They were a scary bunch of
people that thought, just like Dr.
Laura. John Ashcroft and GWB,
that they were the final authority
on what is moral and what isn't.
The Moral Majority officially disbanded in 1989. but the present
circumstances leave the door
wide open for a sequel: "MMII:
TheWYears."
It's not that I don't believe in
religion. I am Lutheran, and I do
believe in God. What I don't buy
into is the idea of those people
W. A staunch conservative and
pushing their ideas on me. What
devout Christian, Ashcroft makes Bush even scarier than the
promised to not let his beliefs likes of Dr. Laura is that he has the
interfere with his Job. His biases, power to make decisions that
however, would undercut the directly affect my life. I liked this
very cloth that the Job was cut country better when I was
from, because he is admittedly allowed to live my life the way I
slanted against certain minority see fit
groups that his religion is openly
It's possible that this moral
against.
uprising is nothing but a phase.
To recap, our President is There have been, and always will
appointing a man who is overtly be, dumb sheep that follow the
against a sizable group of people flock no matter what.
for various reasons. And for those
But people who present themreasons, he cannot be reasonable selves as moral compasses are in
and impartial, but intolerant and actuality ignorant bigots who use
unfair. Is this the kind of man we the Bible to mask their intolerwant in that position?
ance and hatred. Don't let their
The second holy war that has genial demeanors fool you:
been waged against Bush is over behind their smiles are conniving
his creation of the "White House politicians using their positions to
Office of Faith-Based and spread their individual beliefs.
Community Organizations."
Don't tolerate their efforts to
Although Bush swears that this oppress people. Speak your mind
is not an effort to support orga- and celebrate your individuality.
nized religion, the singling out of Use your heart, mind and con'faith-based' organizations as a sciousness to decided what is the
recipient for the government aid
right thing' for you and dont be
leads me to believe otherwise. impressed upon by those ideals.
This reeks of conservative ideals
For all those morality hipsters,
being forced on the nation.
The government Isn't the only Kurt Kin/el can be reached at
offender in this moral crusade. kkinzelPmsn.com.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
Fax: (419) 372-6967
E-mail

YOU DECIDE

SCOT TIE DARLING
JUNIOR
CREATIVE WRITING
"Yeah, you could still
get all drunk and go."

CHADSTEELE
SENIOR
ACCOUNTING
"I don't care. I wouldn't go, anyway."

AT ISSUE The Chinese government may not be the best in the world, but Falun
Gong is not the solution to it or any problem.
I saw the article about Falun
Gong on the first page of the BG
News, January 30. 2001 As a BG
faculty member. I feel that I have
to speak out. This article is harmful to our students.
Falun Gong is an evil cult.
PERIOD!
The leader Li Hongzhi is a
cheater From what I can see. he
wants to cheat for money. But he
may also have other ambitions. I
have no time to provide more
information, but one can find a
tot from various web pages.
But the web page provided at
the end of your article only contains stories from one side. As the
author of the article, Amanda
Ambroza had the obligation to
collect
the
information.
Obviously, she did not. If our
readers know what Li Hongzhi
said about Christians and Jesus
Christ, they will know what Falun
Gong is.
It is understandable that most
people in the U.S. do not like the
current government of China. I
can say a tot about that too. but it
is not the issue here. If the government has done something right,
they have not neglected their
duty of protecting the majority of
innocent Chinese people from
the evil cult. Some of the methods
they used can be discussed, but
they have to make Falun Gong
illegal. Otherwise, who knows
how many other people will be
lead to suicide by Li Hongzhi? It is
possible that the government
considers Falun Gong as a political force and did what they did to
prolong their control of China.
Regardless of that possibility,
someone has to stop Falun Gong.
The article has many flaws. For
example, seven people went to
TiananmenSquare to burn themselves. Two of them were stopped
by police, one died, and the other
four were saved by police. These
people were Falun Gong believers They believed that they were
going to go to Heaven. There was
no protest before the suicide
attempt. They planned to burn

themselves when they left home
from Henan Province, a few hundred miles away. Among the
saved, there is a 19-year-old girl
who is a music student in a college.anda 12 year old girl, who is
a fifth grade student. Their moth
ers led the girls to believe in Falun
Gong. The mother of the 12 year
old is the one died. The mother of
the 19 year old is also injured.
Falun Gong in North America
denied the fact that these people
are Falun Gong believers Why
did they deny? The article did not
say. But the denial is obviously a
lie. Falun Gong is full of lies anyway.
The article mentioned the
claim from Falun Gong, saying
more than 100 Falun Cong
believers had been killed by the
government This claim is not
verified. But, one can also find the
information about the fact that
more than 1000 Falun Gong
(FLG) believers had died because
the FLG leader told them that
they should not take medicine
when they are ill. The article did
not mention this, even though
1000 is greater than 100.
It is a fact that there are many
people believing in the evil cult. It
is also a fact that the number of
Falun Gong believers isjust a very
small fraction of the total number
of Chinese students and scholars
in the US.
U.S. government allowed Li
Hongzhi to stay in this country.
But Li Hongzhi is still a cheater.
Moreover, his evil Falun Gong is
still evil. Just for the recent suicide
event, Li Hongzhi deserves a
criminal trial and whatever consequence of the trial. It was Mao
Zedong's theory: "Whatever our
enemy opposes, we will support."
The U.S. government does not
need to listen to Chairman Mao.
This article in BG News is useless to Chinese in the U.S.,
because they know what is happening. For American students, it
is misleading, because it tells only
part of the truth, not all the truth.
Fighting evil cults is a task for all

T0NG
SUN
Guest Columnist
of us, otherwise we will see many
more victims
We like to see China have a
democratic reform. Sometimes a
reform can cause many social
problems. It is in the best interest
of the Chinese and everyone else
in the world to have the transition
in China taking place smoothly If
the economy of China collapses
in the transition, the result will be
very inhumane. If one-tenth of
the population become refugees,
no one can take them. Therefore,
no one in the world should use
Falun Cong as a political weapon
in the fight with the current gov
emment of China. In this world
connected by the Internet. China
is no longer ctosed. People there
will make their best choice in
time, they will eventually choose
democracy, there is no doubt. It is
not necessary for anybody to
accelerate tlie process by using
something like Falun Gong.
After 89/6/4. most Chinese
people liked the U.S. Now. many
of them do not like the U.S. as
much as they did. Why?The economic sanctions proposed by
some senators in the U.S. Senate
scared them. The people would
have been the victims if the sane
tions had been imposed. In this
sense, these senators pushed the
Chinese people away and made
themselves more enemies. Now.
supporting Falun Gong is a selfish
action. It will make more enemies
for the U.S. again.
Someone related Falun Gong
with human rights Believing in
an evil cult is not a part of human
rights, it is to give up human
rights!
Tong Sun is an Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Math. & Si.it Contact him at
tsun@ml65 93bgsu.edu

SUB
CHRISSY NAD7AM
JUNIOR
MUSIC
"We have a football
team?"
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Plastic a problem
RECYCLING, FROM PAGE 1

gram will have a more stable
funding base if its money comes
from direct funds such as the
educational budget instead of
relying on the recycling of cans.
Plastics recycling recently
became a problem when the
University signed a pouring
rights contract with Pepsi-Cola.
The contract gave the company
80 percent of the beverage market on campus. The deal involves
providing
more
vending
machines, which sell 20-ounce
plastic bottles instead of aluminum cans.
Plastic containers are popular

with consumers because the
bottles hold more product than
cans do, for about the same
price. And unlike cans, they also
have a reusable cap. It is less
expensive for beverage companies to manufacture new plastic
than to use recycled material.
The problem with plastic is that it
is harmful to recycling programs
because it brings in almost zero
revenue when recycled.
Although the program will
continue to operate because of
funding from other sources such
as general fees and grants, the
program could lose about
$40,000 in revenue.

Too early to tell'
BUDGET, FROM PAGE 1

receive, but things do not look
good," he said.
"We only know now what is in
the Governor's budget plan,"
Dalton said. The budget must
cover both enrollment growth
and inflation, but it's insufficient,
he said.
Also of issue, Albrccht said, arttwo areas which are significantly
over
budget:
Telecommunications
and
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Contributing
to
Telecommunications overbudgeting were the cost of telephone
services in dorms, phone cable
installation, and long-distance
providers. "Great attention was
paid by relating departments to
agree upon provider rates,"
Albrccht said.
Regarding Athletics, Albrccht

said they've had a history of not
living within their means. "They
had not made their budget last
year, and the preliminary estimate is (hat it will not be met this
year," he said. But he also said
they've taken steps to remedy
this, including hiring a budget
officer to approve various expenditures.
Budget recommendations will
be made two to three weeks
before the lune deadline,
Albrecht said, after which they'll
know more about the Governor's
proposal.
Albrecht and Dalton both said
it's too early for any conclusions.
"We don't make decisions; we
make recommendations to the
board of trustees But they often
make changes," Albrecht said.
"It's a year-long process of trying
to monitor the budget and make
recommendations."

42 U. Texas research
monkeys found dead
By Sarah Snyder
U-WIRE

AUSTIN, Texas - An investigation is underway at a University
of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center animal breeding facility
near Elgin, where 42 rhesus
monkeys died of heat stroke due
to a thermostat malfunction last
week.
When temperatures dropped
below freezing in Bastrop
County on Ian. 22, the thermostat system failed to shut off in
one of the nine buildings at the
center's
Department
of
Veterinary Sciences, a UT
System component.
Instead of shutting down at 70
degrees Fahrenheit as programmed, the heating system
continued to heat the room to
125 degrees. The monkeys were
last seen alive during a 1:50 am.
check by personnel. However,
when employees arrived at work
last Monday morning, 42 out of
55 monkeys were dead.
Staff veterinary pathologists'
autopsy reports showed heat
stroke was the cause of death.

BySethWoehrte

What was your favorite
Super Bowl commercial?

National Institutes of Health and
the Association for the
Assessment and Accreditation of
laboratory Animal Care. Keeling
said it is routine for USDA and
other regulatory agencies to be
called in the case of accidents of
this severity.
'Hie USDA began its investigation Wednesday to determine
the exact malfunction of the system.
David Head, regional director
for USDA, said the department
expects to conclude the investigation within the next few
weeks.
"It is a priority of ours, and we
are treating it as such," Head
said.
M.D. Anderson officials said
the purpose of the investigation
is not to assign blame but to
ensure that such an accident
doesn't happen again.
John Mendelsohn, president
of M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center, said that the cancer center is committed to identifying
and fixing the malfunction.
"Research animals are critical

if we are going to continue making significant progress against
cancer," he said. "We have a
responsibility to provide for the
welfare of these animals."
Rhesus monkeys are small,
brownish-yellow
macaques
used extensively in research.
Will Potter, a journalism junior
and member of Students Against
Cruelty to Animals, said the use
of the monkeys for research is
unethical.
"Animal research tries to say
two tilings that :[monkeys| arc so
similar to us we should derive
valuable research from them,
but they're so different that we
have no qualms in sacrificing
them," Potter said.
The Department of Veterinary
Sciences operates as a component of the M.D. Anderson
Cancer Center. The facility houses 3,100 animals from 12 species,
including monkeys, goals and
rodents. There are 115 employees, including veterinarians, animal handlers, researchers and
administrators, who care for the
animals.

Time Warner Cable wires U of
Minn, dorms, donates money
U•WlRE

Visit www.bgnews.com and submit your
opinion to the on-line poll.

Employees will be offered counseling over the incident, said
Michael Keeling, chairman of
the Department of Veterinary
Sciences.
Keeling said a certified installation and start-up of a new
heating system took place Ian. 9
and was operating for 13 days
before the malfunction.
Keeling added that a "failsafe" mechanism is present in all
nine buildings in case a thermostat fails to shut off automatically"On this particular unit, it
failed," Keeling said, adding that
M.D. Anderson and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture arc
currently conducting separate
investigations.
Immediately upon discovering the deceased monkeys,
employees began openingdoors
to ventilate the building.
Emergency veterinarians were
called to care for the surviving
primates.
Veterinary staff then notified
the USDA, the Office of
Laboratory Animal Welfare at the

MINNEAPOIJS - Time Warner
Cable Minnesota will offer scholarship money to students studying telecommunications at the
University of Minnesota, in
return for approval to wire
Minneapolis residence halls for
cable television.
The cable company will provide $150,000 over the next
decade, broken down into three

$5,000 need-based scholarships
a year, said CraigTaylor, director
of Community Economic
Development.
He added that the cable company will also provide three
internships per year over the
next 10 years.
The company has also given a
$50,000 grant to the University's
Office of Community Economic
Development, which negotiated
the Time Warner Scholarship

and Business Initiative.
The grant will allow Carlson
School of Management graduate
students to work with businesses owned by women and
minorities.
Time Warner Cable will pay
the cost of upgrading the residence halls.
The company has already
wired two halls and expects to
finish Pioneer and Centennial by
mid-February.

Sanford and Territorial halls
should be completed by midMarch, followed by Middlebrook
in mid-April and Frontier in
mid-May, said Housing and
Residential Life director Mary
Ann Ryan.
Students will only have to pay
for the service if they activate
cable in their rooms and they
will be able to use the service as
soon as the wiring of their hall is
finished.
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Not for an hour, a day, a college term,
But for life...

Every Wednesday Night at

RUSH
KAPPA SIGMA
The Most Wanted Men in the Country
January 31", February 1st,
and February 5th and 6th
Located on Fraternity Row near Conklin
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SATELLITE LAUNCHING STATION TO BE BUILT

SEOUL, South Korea — South Korea will build a satellite launching station on an island off the southern
coast by 2005, the Ministry of Science and Technology
said Tuesday. When the center is completed, South
Korea will be ready to put a scientific satellite into
orbit. The government plans to spend $108 million.

Pakistan aids rival
India in quake effort
By Ramola Talwar
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AIIMEDABAD.
India
Pakistan put aside its bitter
rivalry with India on li
and joined earthquake relief
efforts, but heavy equipment
and explosives brough
clear debris signaled tli.it hope
of finding survivors had all but
vanished.

Experts say few peopl

was pouring into western. India:
a 7 IT loaded with water purification equipment from the
United states, a ssoo.ooo
mobile hospital from Denmark
and an air force plane filled vvith
tents and blankets from
Pakistan. With nighttime temperatures about -11 degrees in
the quake /.one, blankets were a
high priority.
"I have come on a humanitarian mission," said llyas Khan,

director of Pakistan's enter-

survive more than 100
buried in nibble led In I
temor, and much of the
don shifted to getting
blankets and medic al I
the living.

relief agency, adding:

"People are suffering."

Officials have ((united 7,148
bodies, but estimates
high the death toll coul
varied widely. Defer leM
George Fernandes esti
100,000 may have di
Minister Hanoi Pandya said he
believed the figure !
between 15,000 and 20,000.
Prime Ministei Atal Bihari
Vajpayee said it v. I
and improper to gin is.
Aid from around the work!

Pakistan, which has foughl
three wars with India and Is
locked in a nuclear Cold War
with its rival said a set ondreliel
would
be
IJ and a third on
Friday's
magnitude -7 ii
quake flattened the tow
Hhuj and \njar In India's .
■tale, which I'in, leaving damage e ii
al up In $5.5 billion.
e aftershocks with
ngingup to 4.5 In the
Uhuj area, there were no reports
u lage or casualties,

WORLD

Report details <grotesque> organ
raids at children's hospital
By Emma Ross
IHE ASS0CIAKD PRESS

LONDON — Doctors at a
prominent children's hospital
took hearts, brains, eyes and
heads from thousands of dead
children without the consent of
their parents, a government
report said Tuesday, calling the
findings
"grotesque"
and
"appalling."
The hospital apologized and
announced
punitive
steps
against those involved, but families said that did little to diminish
their horror and heartbreak over
the unauthorized raiding of their
children's organs for rcscarcl i and
leaching.
I leallh Secretary Alan Milbum
told lawmakers that Dutch
pathologist Dick Van Velzen. who
was responsible for post-mortem
examinations at the Royal
Uverpool Children's Hospital
between l!MI8and 199">, had "systematically ordered the unethical
and illegal stripping of every
organ from every child who had a
post mortem."
The appalling record keeping
means that some parents will
never know the truth about what
happened to their child, and I
regret thai deeply. And I am
afraid that sadly there is little that
can be done about it now,"
Milbum added.
The report found Van Vcl/cn
lied to parents, other doctors and
hospital managers; that he stole
medical records, falsilied repents,
and encouraged others to do the
same. The report, which was
referred to police for possible
criminal prosecution, recommended that his medical license
be revoked.

Associated Press Photo
DEAD PARTS: Carol and Joseph Wainwright leave the Royal Liverpool Children's Hospital, Alder Hey,
In Liverpool, England, Tuesday, with the remaining body parts of her son Oliver. Oliver, the twin brother
of Joseph, died in the hospital six years ago. A government report published Tuesday found that
doctors at the prominent hospital removed thousands of organs from dead children without their
parents consent.
Van Velzen, who is wanted on
criminal charges In Canada, is

now on indefinite leave ol
absence
from
Westeinde
Hospital
in
The
Hague,
Netherlands, [he hospital said
Van Velzen was not available to
comment.
Van velzen spent three days
giving evidence to the British
inquiry and admitted wrongdo
ing, said Michael itedfern, the
attorney who led the

Investigation.
"hi that extent, he was honorable Hut his procedures were
totally unacceptable and he
accepted that," liedlern said.
The "inept handling" of the
return Of organs by the hospital
resulted in some parents facing
third or fourth funerals, (he
liriiisb report said.
"Ihe pain caused to the parents by ihis dreadful sequence ol

events is unforgivable," said
Milbum. Arrangements will be
made to reltini organs and other
tissues to families who want to
receive them, he said.
the Uveipool hospital apologized Tuesday and announced
suspensions of high-ranking
stalf. But parents demanded a
personal apology from both the
hospital and the University of
Liverpool
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LOCATION, PtflCEAND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
521 K.

MHRRY

■ Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.

SchiKil Year Two Person Rate K57S 00
One Year-Two I
>:>60.00

SOS THURSTIN Two Bedrooms, I Bath, Pui
School Year Two Person Rate $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rate I

Come join the sisters of

SIGMA KAPPA
for Spring Recruitment

Tonight!

517 E. HEED - At Thurstin one Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Km Person Ran
One Year Two l',i
F
451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full hath.
School Year One Person Rate 1370.00
One Year • Due Person Kale (335.00
SOS CLOI1GH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Kale $62'
One Ye.n Two Person Kate ■ (550.00
605 SF.CONf) one Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year One Person Rate (385.00
One Year - One Person Rate
815 SECOND Two Bedroom Pumished, I Bath.
School Yeai Two Person Rate (600.00
One Year - Two I'erson Kate • (505.00
720 SECOND ■ One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year One I'erson Kale $415.00
One Year-One Person Rate i
707.711. 715, 719. 723^187 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year Furnished One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One I \ rson $345.00
402 HICH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished Two I'erson - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two I'erson • $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One I'erson Rate $450.00
One Year - One Person Kate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year Two Person Kate - $580.00
One Year • Two I'erson Kate - $505.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished ■ One Year Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished • School Year Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year Two Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity ,
Furnished - School Year • Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00 g
840-850 SIXTH - Rook Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year ■ Two Person Rate $525.00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished School Year • Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Kate - $450.00
724 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year Two Person Rate - (620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale $520.00

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC
Rental Office 354-2260
fc
I1 <»r imir Convenience We Art Located LltlJIif^l IE?I
\t .11!) V.. tt'ooster Streel. across
£**
MIII ...to Bell

Time: 9:00-10:00pm
Where: Sigma Kappa House
(across from Harshman Quad)
Dress: Casual attire
Questions: Call Amy at:

372-4792

•••••••••
America's Leader
i n S tudent Travel

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Northwestern can provide you with an education uniquely focused on the 2lit
HfMwy. Ju*l ask <*>• 4.0GO alumni They are practicing trom America to
Zimbabwe, a* solo pra< ntioner* and in interdisciplinary setting They know thai
I FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE ha* earned us an international reputation a*
a pioneer in chiropiaciu education, patient care and scientific research
N\.!ihweitern is a limited enrollment, private institution featuring a well-rounded. rigorous educational program integrating the basic and clinical science*, diagn.»tt*. X-ray, chiiopractic therapeutic*. wellnes* care and practice management
Our pioneering clinical internship program*, interdisciplinary study opportunities and a state ol the art student clinic provide our graduates with an UNPARALLELED CLINICAL FOUNDATION Add our Career Services Center, where
we assist our graduate* in joh placement.

A college ol

and you can understand why our graduate* have such a high satisfaction level
with thei
I For a penonal vi*n or more detailed info.

NORTHWESTERN

I mation call a Northwestern admi**iori

HEALTH SCIENCES

nvelor at 1-800-888-4777 c
I go virtual at www nwhealth edu

UNIVERSITY
1501 W Mih V
Minneapolis, MN 554SI
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STUDENT PLOTS TO ATTACK COLLEGE

CUPERTINO, Calif. (AP) — Police arrested 19-year-old
Al DeGuzman, who they said had dozens of pipe
bombs, Molotov cocktails and other weapons and
planned to carry out an attack on a community college . San Jose police closed the school Tuesday morning, believing DeGuzman planned to blow it up.

NATION

Georgia shrinks confederate emblem
By Patricia M.LaHay
THE «SSOCI»riO PRESS

ATLANTA — Georgia lawmakers agreed to shrink the
Confederate emblem on the state
flag to a tiny symbol Tuesday,
heeding a plea from the governor
to apply the "salve of reconciliation" and avoid the turmoil that
swept South Carolina.
The 34-22 vote in the Georgia
Senate virtually consigns to history a flag that some say symbolizes
Southern valor but others contend represents slavery. The measure won House approval last
week, and Gov. Roy Barnes
promised to sign it quickly.
"I think the people of Georgia
were ready to move on, they were
ready for this matter to be
resolved, they did not want a
long, drawn-out process like they
just had in South Carolina," he
said.
The rebel banner, added to the
flag in 1956 in what some historians say was a gesture of contempt
for school desegregation, occupies two-thirds of the current flag.
On the new flag, it will be
reduced to one of five historic
flags displayed along the bottom
edge, below the state seal. On a
standard 3-by-5-foot flag, the
small flags are little bigger than a
dollar bill.
"I'm mad as a hornet," said Bill
Cawthon, a member of the

Southern Heritage League. "Our
flag will always remain our flag
We will never accept the new
flag"
It wasn't immediately clear
when the new banners would fly
at state buildings. The design was
unveiled just last week.
A fight over the Confederate
flag that flew over the South
Carolina statehouse led to an economic boycott by civil rights
groups, something Barnes wanted to avoid. The flag in South
Carolina was moved to a spot on
the Capitol grounds last summer.
In Mississippi, the only state
besides Georgia with the
Confederate emblem in its flag,
voters will decide in April whether
to remove the symbol.Civil rights groups promised to
call off any boycotts in Georgia if
the new flag was approved.
As he did before a House vote
last week, Barnes appeared
before the Senate to urge the new
banner's adoption. Barnes,
whose great-grandfather fought
for the Confederacy at Vicksburg,
Miss,, said the debate threatened
to distract lawmakers from other
issues and endanger Georgia's
economy.
"We arc one people forever
woven together in a tapestry that
is Georgia," he said. "We are all
one or at least we should be, and
it is our job, our duty and our
great challenge to fight the voices

of division and seek the salve of
reconciliation."
The chamber's highest-ranking
black, Democratic leader Charles
Walker, the son of a sharecropper,
said: "This flag issue has divided
us. This vote today is about uniting us"
Supporters feared rural white
Democrats would vote against
the proposal, as happened in the
Democrat-controlled House last
week. But enough Republicans
voted for the bill that it passed,
94-82.
In the Senate, four of the chamber's 32 Democrats voted against
the measure, but six Republicans
voted for it. Of those six, four are
from metropolitan Ail.mi.i. the
region that would have been
affected the most by a boycott.
Republican Senate leader Eric
Johnson said the compromise
flag was negotiated among
Democrats in secret, sprung on
an unsuspecting lawmakers just
last week and pushed through in
"the most vicious, focused political effort this Legislature has ever
seen."
GOP Sen. loey Brush said his
vote against changing the flag
was a vote to honor the men of
the Confederacy.
Associated Press Photo
"1 cannot let those boys who
left their homes and fought for HERITAGE CELEBRATION: A group with the Georgia Division ot the Sons of Confederate Veterans walk
Georgia be forgotten or let 'em in Atlanta Saturday during their annual Robert E. Lee birthday celebration. An estimated 3,000 people
down," he said. "I don't feel
were in attendance for the celebration and to show support for Southern heritage and its symbols.
guilty."

Experts identify flaw in key Internet software
By Jeffrey Bair
'HI *SS0CI»TED PRESS

PITTSBURGH — Security
experts warned of a new software
vulnerability that could allow
vandals to disrupt portions of the
Internet by redirecting Web and
e-mail traffic.
The CERT Coordination
Center, the government-funded
computer emergency response
team at Carnegie Mellon
University, said Monday that the
vulnerability was in BIND soft-

ware, a key part of computers
that direct traffic on the Net.
The flaw was discovered earlier
this month, and a fix was made
available Jan. 17 by BIND's creator, the nonprofit Internet
Software
Consortium
of
Redwood City, Calif. CERT
advised BIND users Monday to
install the fix quickly.
BIND is used in computers,
known as domain name servers,
that function as the Internet's
phone books. Typing in a domain
name such as Yahoo.com

prompts a server to contact
Yahoo's computers. Without
BIND, Internet users would have
to remember lengthy strings of
numbers to surf the Web or send
e-mail.
"It's the white pages for the
Internet," said Cricket Uu, an
Internet expert and co-author of
the book "DNS and BIND."
If left uncorrected, the flaw
could allow an intruder to change
those directories.
"Your e-mail could be routed

to the wrong place," said Shawn
Heman, a CERT security analyst.
"Web addresses could be routed
to the wrong place. You could
type
in
www.myfavoriteplace.com and
be directed to a pom site, or
worse, something that looks a lot
like the site you expect to find."
BIND, or Berkeley Internet
Name Domain, is used on about
90 percent of domain name
servers in the United States, said
Jeff Carpenter, the center's manager.

"BIND is a favorite target of
intruders," Hernan said, "and
they will develop ways to exploit
this quickly—in a matter of days
or weeks."
Heman called it "among the
most serious classes of vulnerability to affect the Internet."
Bill Pollak. a CERT spokesman,
said that as of Tuesday morning
the center knew of no hacking
through the most recently identified weakness.
Although weaknesses in BIND

have been identified before, this
threat appears more serious
because the program has been
installed on many more
machines since then, said David
Conrad, the chief technology officer at Nominum Inc., the company that was hired by BIND's creators to close the gap.
There are tens of diousands of
domain name servers around the
world. Each one may serve 10,000
to 20,000 Internet users, so only
portions of the Internet would be
affected by a single attack.
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Chance brought us together.
Hearts made us friends.
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The sisters of
Alpha Xi Delta
would like to welcome everyone to
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Units Going Fast!
$100

$100

Mercer Manor Apartments
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
.VI'. dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

BGSU Women's Health Clinic

$100 OFF with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/30 - 2/19.

Offers comprehensive educational, medical and
counseling services In a caring, concerned, and
confidential environment regarding:
contraception ♦ routine pelvic exams, pap tests
♦ sexually transmitted diseases ♦ vaginal infections sexual assault ♦ emergency contraception
♦ other women's health concerns.

.p
Tonight
FREE Gish Film Theater
American film Institute Top 3 riovles of me Century.
AH#3 ThrtkKirnlrrr Jan.31
AFI#2Casabk»'o Feb. 28
Afl#l CillzrnKone riar.7
BnxKfhl lc i you hi|

rfh) 372-2271

\ Student
dent Health Service!

Bowling Green State University
Women's Health clinic
Student Health Service
Hours: Bam-4:30pm Mon-Fri

*J I JU

mA *M i

$100

HURRY! Expires 2/19/01

>o.

J

I

Come in today*
before it is Too Late

J.

an appointment is required.
As with sll your medical records,
women's health records are
confidential

$100

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OH 43402

www.wcnel.org/~gbrental
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"Today we've heard from 35 or 40 universities across the country who have offered their
thoughts and prayers. You pray that it never happens,
but it has, and you do the best you can."
STEVE BUZZARD, OSU SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR

Okla State U
accident evokes
tears, emotion
By Cassie Deloziet
g-wiiE

STILLWATF-R, Okla - Two girls
slop at a table in the Student
Union to sign their names. They
are not trying to get a free T-shirt
from a credit card company, and
they are not registering to win a
spring break vacation.
Sara Riddle and Unsy llaines,
both freshmen, are signing the
giant card dedicated to the families and victims who lost their
lives in the Ian. 27 plane crash.
"We didn't know them, but
they were a part of this university
and a part of every person here,''
Haines said. "We're signing out of
respect for the families and others that knew them.
"You grew up watching Bill
Teegins on television and saw the
charisma that Dan (lawson) and
Nate (Fleming) carried on the
court, and you know we are really never going to be the same,"
she said.
Riddle said she felt great
remorse for those who knew the
victims and their families but
said everyone would feel the
pain.
"OSU is a close-knit school,
and we're all going through this
together even if we weren't
directly affected," Riddle said.
Over the weekend, Oklahoma
State University went from simply a university to a grief-stricken
university portrayed on television sets across the nation.
As students, staff, alumni and
OSU supporters mourn the loss
of their own. people from across

the country - sometimes with no
affiliation to the university at all have written and e-mailed, offering support and concern.
The Daily O Collegian Web site
received more than 80,000 hits
Monday, a number that usually
takes three or four months to
reach, said Thomas Arjmandi.
O'Collegian computer/networking director.
Sunday night, more than 1,000
people gathered near St. lohn
University Parish and Catholic
Student Center to light 10 candles and pay respects to the victims. Flowers, cards and letters
continue to pile up outside
Gallagher-Iba Arena, where a
memorial ceremony will be held
Wednesday afternoon.
Steve Buzzard, OSU sports
information director, said the
outpouring of sympathy and
support has been tremendous.
"Today we've heard from 35 or
40 universities across the country
who have offered their thoughts
and prayers," Buzzard said. "You
pray that it never happens, but it
has, and you do the best you
can."
Monday night, University of
Kansas and University of
Missouri basketball players wore
orange and black ribbons.
The University of Oklahoma,
OSU's longtime rival, has been
one of the supportive institutions.
OU President David Boren
said the OU Student Union bells
will toll at 3 p.m. Wednesday,
marking the beginning of the

memorial service in Stillwater, as
a tribute to those who lost their
lives.
While memorial services continue throughout Stillwater, the
athletic department is trying to
start down the long bumpy road
ahead - healing.
"This is still so fresh," Buzzard
said at a Monday afternoon press
conference. "We're having a difficult time trying to get into any
land of routine. People are still
needing to hold and lean on each
other.
"The department continues to
do several things to focus on the
families," he said. "There is still a
lot of talking that needs to be
done."
University Counseling Services
has been available to the families
of the victims and the athletic
department since Saturday
night, but it also is open to other
students seeking comfort.
loni Hays, senior clinical counselor, said feelings of shock and
disbelief can create a delayed
effect in grieving.
"Grief doesn't happen the
same way for everyone," Hays
said. "People need to realize that
while some people aren't crying
now, three or four weeks from
now the pain could hit, and
grieving could start.
"We encourage people to be
sensitive and aware of other people's needs."
Hays
said
University
Counseling Services will continue to be available to anyone having trouble dealing with the loss.
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We've only got a few apartments left...
Hurry and get yours before they're all gone!
Mid Am Manor
702 Third: 4
839 Fourth: 1.5, 8,9, & 10

Rent these modern
2 bedroom units for
$490/month!
Free heal, water &
sewer at these locations

Am
agement

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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Voft't just sit in ijour room, come watch
'"Friends" with

V.v-riatH Press Photo

MEMORIES EMBRACED: Oklahoma State students Nikki Kimmel, right, and Amanda Beard embrace
after leaving mementoes on the Oklahoma Stale Spirit Rider statue, Monday, Jan 29,2001, in
Stillwater, Okla., in memory of victims of Saturday's plane crash in Colorado. Ten people, including two
Oklahoma State basketball players and six staffers, were killed Saturday when the twin-engine plane
crashed into a field.
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Help educate your campus
on issues of Sexual
Assault. Men Educating Men
on the Prevention of Sexual
Assault (MEMPSA) Information Network (SAIN)
are looking for facilitators. Applications can be
picked up at the
Wellness Connection and are
due by Feb. 1.
Training will be held
_^^__

J EttSXL MM
Come get involved!

For more information call Jenn Wickersham at 572-0470
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Shock, grief set in for friends of Okla. State victims
ByJoshCrutchmer
U-WIRE

STILLWATER, Okla. - While the
shock of Saturday's plane crash
did not wear off of anybody
Monday, it did settle in for many
people.
One of those people was Bill
Little, the assistant athletic director for external affairs at the
University of Texas. Little was hit
particularly hard by the loss of
Will Hancock, OSU's basketball
media relations director who was
one of the 10 people killed in the
crash.
"What do you say to a father
whose son was one of the bright
lights in your own profession,"

Little said, "a young man with a
new baby and a bright future who
suddenly lies still in a snowy field
in Colorado?"
Monday, Little posted a tribute
to 1 lancock on the Texas Athletic
Department Web site, www.texassports.com.
I jttlc spoke about shedding his
tears over I lancock, the son of Bill
I lancock, director of the NCAA
Basketball Tournament.
Will Hancock was 31.
He left behind his father.
I le left behind his wife, Karen,
the OSU Cowgirl soccer coach.
He left behind his daughter,
Andie, who was born on Nov. 16.
"There have been better days

around here, for sure," said Scott
McConnell, the media relations
director for Texas men's basketball.
McConnell and Little echoed
the feelings around the Big 12
and the nation this week.
Steve Buzzard, OSU media
relations director and I lancock's
colleague, has had a tough time
finding the words for Hancock,
who Buzzard brought to
Oklahoma State in October 1996.
"Will Hancock's dad, Bill, was
in town, and this is the way Bill
is," Buzzard said." He came to see
me today, to sec if we were OK.
It's a very unique and very special
... just a tremendous family. Not

NATE FLEMING, player

DAN LAWSON. player

JARED WEIBERG. manager

only Will's family, but Karen's as
well.
"Will Hancock was an ace.
What he meant to my operation,
you just can't put into words."
Nobody has tried to do that in
the wake of the crash. The words
spoken about Hancock and the
nine others have just been what
the people saying them felt at the
moment.

Little's concern for the families
of Hancock and manager lared
Weiberg, another crash victim
and nephew of Big 12
Commissioner Kevin Weiberg,
has overcome his personal grief
over the crash.
"Will Hancock and those who
died with him were, for the most.
part, young - with the whole
world in front of them," I Jttlc

said.
"So, along with everybody who
knew him and them and even
those who didn't, I have struggled
to find meaning any meaning in
this"
For Little, Buzzard and
McConnell, it is a struggle they
share with the rest of the nation
this week.

Aftermath of OSU crash hits home
with Iowa State U. community
By Paul Kn
U-WIRE

Associated Press Photo

IN MEMORY OF: Flowers and a photo of Daniel Lawson Jr. are
shown in a makeshift memorial in front of OSU's Gallagher-lba
Arena in Stillwater. Okla., Monday, Jan. ?9, 2001.

AMES, Iowa - Earl Maahs,
attorney from Spirit lake, was
watching MSNBC Saturday
night with his wife when he
heard the news. A small, twinengine plane carrying 10 people
involved with the Oklahoma
State University men's basketball team, two of them players
Nate Fleming and Daniel
lawson, crashed 40 miles east of
Denver following the Cowboys'
loss to Colorado.
All were killed.
"We were just like 'whoa,'"
Maahs said. "It takes your breath
away."
Fifteen years, two months and
five days ago, Maahs' daughter
Shervl was aboard a small, twinengine plane that carried home
herself and six other members ol
the 1985 Iowa State women's
cross country team.
The plane crashed two-and-a
half miles shy of the Des Mi lines
International Airport.
All seven on board were killed.
"1 can appreciate what |the

"I can appreciate what [the OSU families
are/ going through. Losing a child is as
difficult a situation as you can
go through."
EARL MAAHS

OSU families are| going
through," Maahs said. "Losing a
child is as difficult a situation as
you can go through."
Sheryl Maahs and others were
on their way back from
Milwaukee that November
evening after finishing second at
the NCAA Cross Country
Championships.
Maahs said his life prior to the
crash was like a "300-watt light
bulb."
Now, his life is like a "25-watt
light bulb." The light never gets
brighter, he added.
After losing a child, Maahs
believes you have two options.
"You can let it consume yourself, or you can move on."
(letting on with life was not
easv, Maahs said. But Max Urick

helped.
Urick was Jhe athletics director for Iowa State at the time.
"You want to be supportive,"
Urick said. "You need to rally
around others."
He said the ISU community
provided "terrific support," in
the weeks and months following
the crash.
Urick would need it initially.
He had the same job that OSU
head coach Eddie Sutton carried
out Saturday - notifying family
members of the crash.
Urick described it as a "feeling
of helplessness." He added, "it's
difficult to figure out how to ease
the burden."
But time helps as well.
"Healing comes day-to-day,"
Urick said. "First there is denial,

then anger and then acceptance."
He said the pain is always
there, however.
Urick, who is now Kansas
State's athletics director, said he
has left messages with the people involved at OSU.
So have Bruce Van de Velde,
ISU athletics director, and Larry
Eustachy, ISU men's head basketball coach.
"Our prayers go out for the
families of those involved and
the Oklahoma State community," Van de Velde said in a
released statement.
"I can't fathom the pain the
OSU community is feeling right
now," Eustachy said in a statement released before ISU's
game Sunday at Texas A&M.
In Stillwater, the memorial
service is set for Wednesday.
W Robert Parks, the president
of Iowa State in 1985, remembers the Cyclone memorial service well.
"It was awful," he said."None
of us could keep tears from our
eyes."

Seniors, this is your life,

...remember it.
Last 4
Days for
Senior
Portraits
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Call now to get your portrait taken and be included in the 2001 KEY yearbook.
If you haven't set your appointment, call our studio, at 1-800-969-1338, ext. 2
to make it now. Our schedule is filling rapidly.
All seniors photographed are eligible to win a spring break trip for two to Cancun. Call Now!
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NFL: BROWNS WANTED DAVIS ALL ALONG. PAGE 12
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WEDNESDAY

Falcons honored
..1 nvling Green athletes Mamy
Oestreng and Stephanie Heldt
were named the Mid-American
Conference Gymnast and
Female Athlete of the Week,
respecufty.
Oestreng. ajunior. tied her season-best to win the all-around
title with a score of 39.125. She
posted a 9.900 on the vault, a season-best 9.925 on the bats and a
9.950 on the floor exercise.
Heldt. a senior, set a school
record and was a NCAA provisional qualifier in the high jump
with a leap of 6-0 at the Bowling
Green Invitational last weekend.

January 31,
2001
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BG goes backwards
By Pete Stella
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NBC says
XFL will
bring football to life
By Howard Fendnch
»f SPORTS WRITER

NEW YORK - NBC Sports
promises the XFL will be football
like you've never seen it — and
th; network hopes that won't
apply to the quality of play.
With microphones all over the
field, cameras peeking into huddles, and interviews with players
right after a big run or painful
sack, the new league aims to take
TV viewers where they haven't
gone before.
Play begins Saturday night,
less than a week after the Super
Bowl, with NBC televising the
New York/New Jersey Hitmen at
the Las Vegas Outlaws at 8 p.m.
EST. Games will also air Sundays
onUPNandTNN.
Clearly, it's all about presentation, with NBC and its partner.
Vince
McMahon's
World
Wrestling Federation, zeroing in
on the ultimate in sports-asentertainment, a sort of Bizarro
NFL.
Just as the WWF brought cartoons to life, the XFL will try to
bring football video games to life.
"Right now we're selling the
differences between us and traditional football. We're tinkering
with the game and trying to get
some of the duller elements out,"
NBC Sports chairman Dick
Ebersol said Tuesday. "Our
games don't run against NFL,
and we dont plan to, ever."
In fact, one of Sunday's games
is being shifted from 4 to 7 p.m.
to avoid going head-to-head
with the NFLs Pro Bowl telecast.
The goal is to draw the same
audience that the WWF thrives
on — male viewers 12-24. And
Ebersol said advertisers have
been told to expect a rating of
about 4.5, about 33 percent higher than NBA games averaged on
NBC last season.
About 70 percent of the commercial slots have been sold, and
sponsors include the Army,
Anheuser-Busch, AT&T and
Burger King.
NBC has made a two-year
commitment to the XFL, ponying up about $50 million in a rare
joint venture between a network
and a sports league. NBC lost its
AFC contract to CBS in the last
NFL TV rights bidding three
years ago.
NBC is quick to point out that,
unlike the soap-opera world of
the WWE nothing about the XFL
will be scripted. Oddsmakers in
Las Vegas started taking bets on
the league's games last week.
"I guarantee you this is
absolutely legitimate.'' NBC
Sports president Ken Schanzer
said. "NBC Sports would not be a
partner in this if it were not going
to be real football.
There have been suggestions
to do things that would impact
on the legitimacy of the game —
and we've rejected all of them."
What TV audiences can
expect
— 15 players miked per game
(and a 5 second delay to give
censors a chance to catch
unwanted utterances):
— cameras on the field;
— use of SkyCam, a camera
suspended on wires over the field
with movements controlled by
computer (picture what you
would see if a blimp hovered 20
feet above the field):
— glimpses into locker rooms
athalftime:
— reporters shoving microphones in coaches' faces to ask.
for example, why an off-tackle
running play was called on thirdand-8;
XFI, PAGE 11

Dan Dakich walked into his
weekly press conference yesterday dressed like Kris Kross.
His shirt and windbreaker
were on backwards but it was
not addressed or asked whether
or not his pants or any other
clothes were in the old school,
hip-hop style.
So why would a 38-year-old,
father of two do this?
Crazy gesture to attract
media, and possibly sympathy,
to his slumping team?
Yeah, right.

Last straw of a desperate man
and coach?
Doubt it.
Superstition?
Might be.
"We got our players practicing in our uniforms backwards,
I'm going to wear my sports
jacket backwards, though it will
look like a straight jacket."
Dakich said. "I went into the
dorms yesterday wearing my
clothes backwards talking to
students and trying to get them
to come to games."
Superstition may be what the
Falcons need after losing their
fourth game in a row last
Saturday to Kent State 81-57.
The Brown and Orange were
dominated in every aspect of
the game and weren't allowed to

RADIO: 88.1 FMWBGU
PREGAME: 630p.m. Ziggy
Zoomba's.
BROADCASTERS: Scott Ward
and Phil Prusa.

By ieame Naujeck
ASS0CIA1ED PRESS WRITER

run their dangerous motion
offense, which was ranked at
the top of the Mid-American
Conference.
"We (tlic coaches) know what
they're going through and we're
going to fight with them, not
against them," Dakich said.
"There is no blame, just let's figure it out and go to work."
Tonight, the Falcons face the
Western Michigan Broncos for a
7 p in. game time.
"I think now Western is playing as well as they have played
all season." Da!:ich said. "They
nin a number of offense sets
and a number of thitigs that
make it difficult to predict who
File Photo
is going to score for them.''
Junior Steve Reynolds leads DRIVING IN: BG junior guard Keith fMeod drives the lane in a
the Broncos With 14.7 points
recent game against Ball State.
per game and senior Jon
They have style that is diffi- dominated last season.
Powell's 14.3 ppg average round
But don't expect to see or hear
out the double figure scorers. cult todefend but easy to learn."
about Dakich pulling a Joe Boo
Western is currently on a two Dakich said.
If the Falcons win tonight, it and wanting to sacrifice a chick game winning streak after beating Northern Illinois 81-77 Jan. will be from the team play and en in the lockerroom before the
strong effort to regain some gjime.
27 and Buffalo 90-72 Jan.24.
respect in the conference they

Falcons fly past Findlay
By Erica Gambaccini
SPORTS WRIIIR

File Photo

ITS ALL DOWNHILL FROM HERE: A BG men's diver looks for
water as he dives head first.

Friday was a night filled with
emotion for the men's and
women's swimming and diving team as the seniors dove
into Cooper Pool for their last
time.
The stands were packed and
the cheerleaders came to support the team, which helped
the Falcons post a win against
Findlay by placing first in
almost every event.
"We knew we were going to
win," junior Paul Bizzarre said.
"There was a big turnout. It
was pretty emotional for the
seniors."
Even though Findlay didn't
have any divers, freshman
Emily Hois and Molly Peterson
got their highest scores of the
year on the 1 -meter boards.
"It was a relaxed atmosphere," Hois said. "A lot of people were pleased with the way
they swam."
Several people placed first in
their events including: senior
Jen Jarjosa in both the 200 and
the 50-yard freestyle, junior
Mike Griffin in the 200-yard
freestyle, senior Andy Jenkins
In (he 50-yard freestyle. Hois

on the 1-meter boards, senior
Kris Waechter on the 1-meter
boards, freshman Jessie
Humes in the 100-yard butterfly, senior Hill Roehl in the 100yard butterfly, sophomore
Ashley Atkinson in the 100yard freestyle, sophomore
Jacob Wasinger in the 100-yard
freestyle, Bizzarro In the 500yard freestyle, junior Kyle
O'Hara in the 100-yard backstroke, junior Katy Monnette
in the 100-yard breaststroke,
and junior Chris Thomas in
the 100-yard breaststroke.
Both the men's and women's
200-yard medley relay team
placed first along with the
men's and women's 200-yard
freestyle relay.
The Findlay meet gave the
Falcons a chance to get ready
for Saturday.
Miami and Ohio University
After a relaxing last meet at
home the Falcons traveled to
Athens on Saturday to take on
both Miami and Ohio
University.
"It was a long drive,"
Bizzarro said. "Everyone did
SWW„ PAGE 12

Broncos reign atop CCHA
By Dorothy Wrona and Dan Nted

"Everyone is looking
for victories.
Everyone is desperate. They're either
righting for homeice advantage or to
be in the playoffs at
all."

SPORTS WRITERS

And down the stretch they
come with Western Michigan
leading the pack, followed by
Nebraska-Omaha, Miami and
Ohio State as Alaska-Fairbanks,
Lake Superior State, Bowling
Green and the rest make up the
back of the pack.
The annually intense stretch
run is here for the CCHA playoff
picture and the catfighting
should begin this weekend at
the latest. With only five points
separating third place Western
Michigan and eighth place
Alaska-Fairbanks almost half
the teams in the conference are
slugging it out for home-ice
advantage in the playoffs.
Behind them sit Ferris State
LSSU, Bowling Green and Notre
Dame clawing it out for the last
two playoff spots.

BUDDY POWERS, BG HEAD COACH

"Everyone is looking for victories," said Falcon head coach
Buddy Powers. "Everyone is
desperate. They're either fighting for home-Ice advantage or
to be in the playoffs at all."
Two series this weekend
could have direct effect on the
playoff picture. Ninth place

i.

Ravens
flaunt
Super Bowl
victory

Ferris State hosts eighth place
Alaska-Fairbanks. A sweep
would put FSU within one
point of the Nanooks for
eighth place. The eighth place
team gets the luxury of p'ying
the third place team (read in:
not
perpetual
powers
Michigan State or Michigan,
who will almost certainly finish in the top two spots and
methodically chew up the
tenth and ninth seeds respectively.).
However, that tenth seed
could go to whoever gets the
edge as Bowling Green hosts
LSSU at the BGSU Ice Arena
Friday and Saturday. The Lakers
are two points ahead of the
Falcons for the final seed. A BG
sweep would put them in good
shape for the post season.
"These are two desperate
teams," Powers said. "No one

BALTIMORE — Even Art
Model! got jiggy with Ray Lewis.
The 75-year-old Baltimore
Ravens' owner and the Super
Bowl MVP linebacker delighted
thousands of screaming fans on
Tuesday as Modell imitated
Lewis' trademark footwork at
City Hall.
About 200,000 exultant fans
lined downtown streets despite
a steady, and sometimes heavy,
rain to celebrate the team's 34-7
victory Sunday over the New
York Giants.
The all-volunteer Baltimore's
Marching Ravens band ai id the
team's three mascots, Edgar.
Allan and Poe — named for the
19th-century writer of the
macabre poem from which the
team derived its name — led the
players and coacnes in a parade
through the Inner Harbor near
Camden Yards to the waiting
throngs at Memorial Plaza in
front of City Hall.
"I can't tell you how proud I
am to bring you your Super Bowl
trophy," team president David
Modell told the crowd, estimated at 200,000 by Baltimore
police.
Mayor Martin O'Malley introduced each player in turn. Some
threw personal items into the
crowd, including a football, hats,
jerseys and even umbrellas.
Art Modell accepted the keys
to the city and thanked the
crowd, which responded by
chanting. "Thank you. Thank
you. Thank you."
Loudspeakers blared Aretha
Franklin's "Respect" as Lewis
joined Modell on stage and the
owner tried to imitate the movements Lewis has danced all season just before going onto the
field to face opponents.
The Super Bowl victory and
Tuesday's celebration were especially sweet for Lewis, who was
implicated in a double murder
after last year's Super Bowl in
Atlanta. Although the murder
charges against him were
dropped, he spent the week
before the Super Bowl deflecting
questions about the case.
The fans went ballistic as
Lewis did his slide while holding
the Super Bowl trophy and then
led the crowd in the team's traditional pregame chant.
Coach Brian Billick followed,
telling the crowd. This team
taught me that the word team is
really just an extension of the
word family, and you all are a
part of that family."
"Believe me when I tell you it's
you people that brought Art
Modell and this organization
here, and you all are the reason
that I am here."
The crowd also was entertained by Baha Men. who performed their hit single. "Who Let
the Dogs Out?," which the team
adopted as its unofficial season
theme.

wants to miss the playoffs If
either team sweeps it will help
them out."
And at the Top:
There's good news and bad
news for the Michigan hockey
team this week.
The good news is they beat
the No. 1 Michigan State
Spartans last weekend.
With Saturday's 4-3 overtime
victory, the Wolverines snapped
MSU's 23-game unbeaten
streak, in which the Spartans
went 20-0-3.
The bad news is that they
had to do it without standout
forward Jed Ortmeyer. who will
miss the rest of the season with
a torn ligament in his knee
Still the Wolverines survived
HOCKEY. PAGE 12

Assocated Press Photo

SHOWING THE GOLD: Super
Bowl MVP Ray Lewis celebrates
the Raven's new championship.
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ESPN supports XFL

Coaches hard at work Falcons look to
By Pete Stella and MckHurm

XFL. FROM PAGE 10

— Jesse "The Body" Ventura,
Minnesota governor and former
WWF wrestler, reinventing the art
of sports announcing on a weekly basis as NBC's color analyst:
— an April 21 championship
contest tentatively entitled "The
Big Game at the End."
What's less clear is how competitive or compelling tlie football itself will be — and how other
media outlets will cover the XFL.
"Any of the teams in the league
could beat any of the top college
teams," Ebersol said, then quickly noted, "1 don't think everything
has to be at the quality of the
NFL."
ESPN will show the first weekend's scores on its bottom ofthe-screen crawl, but it isn't clear
what else the network will do.
"We'll take a look at the ratings,
the attendance, and look at the
product on the field," said Bob
Eaton, ESPN Senior VP and man
aging editor. "Our viewers are
pretty hard-core sports people.
It's going to have to fight its way
in."
Never before has a league's life
depended so heavily on a TV
partnership. And even if the play
isn't spectacular, the mere spectacle could lure enough viewers
to keep ad dollars rolling in.
If they were simply trying to
start another outdoor spring
football league like the USFL. 1
wouldn't give them any chance of
success.'' said Neil Pilson. a for
mer president of CBS S|>orts who
runs a TV consulting company.
"But they're directing their sales
pitch to a totally cliffeniil demo
graphic, a totally different audi
ence. I'm a 60 year -old man
They don't care if I watch.'

BGNEWS

SP0R1S WRITERS

Dan Mullen's eyes open as big
as plates and glow like stars
when he talks about Notre
Dame football.
Mullen, who completed his
second year as a graduate assistant at Notre Dame before coming to BG with head coach
Urban Meyer, talks fondly of the
student body at home games.
Mullen and the new BG
coaching staff are neck deep in
the recruiting process, which
ends on Feb.7. the National
Signing Day of college football
Mullen feels lliat with the late
starl tlie staff got on the recruiting path, the coaches didn't get
to know the players as well as
they would have liked.
"Your talking about a kid
coming here for four or five
years," Mullen said. "You need to
know their family, what their
background is. their family
needs to know you, they're
entrusting a lot in you as a
coach, your going to take care of
their kids."
The BG News has learned of
two verbal commitments by the
Falcons already. John Nicholson.
a 5-10 175 lbs. cornerback from
BoiUngbtOok, Illinois was the
newest recniit to give a verbal
commitment
to
Meyer.
Nicholson is considered one of
the best defensive backs in
Illinois. Nicholson chose BG
over NorthWestern. Western
Michigan and Northern Illinois
Giving a verbal commitment
earlier in the month was 6-foot
2-inch 290 lbs defensive tackle
Mike Thaler. The Cincinnati
native attended LaSalle High
School where he managed 50
tackles and eight quarterback
sacks despite missing four

games. Thaler also boasts a 3.7
GPA. Indiana. Michigan. Ohio
State. Miami (OH). Tennessee
and Notre Dame were all interested in the big man.
"We are looking for the best
football players that meet our
positional needs," Mullen said. I
think we'll have a solid class. We
have a good foundation going."
Mullen, who is slated to be the
quarterbacks coach this season,
and his fellow coaches want to
■involve the
■student
body in the
"football
family" and
i get people in
Ithe
seats
[here
at
lB o w I i n g
IGreen.
"I want it

town by giving tours of the campus. They are also another
source the potential Falcons can
talk to about things they might
not want to ask the coaches or
the players "they are trying to
impress, according to Mullen.
"They come on the tours with
us and give another perspective
to recruits on official visits." he
said.' Your here with the coaches, when you live the coaches
your with the players and your
always around football, football,
football, football. They (the hostesses) help us give another perspective of student life, a completely different view."
The student managers draws
along the lines of a coaching
assistant. They will partake in
drills and aid the coaches. It is a
te wn re
Mike Thaler every
'°
f
stu- job that Mullen says can open
dent is at the home football the door to opportunities in
game." Mullen said. "It becomes future jobs. Notre Dame has
an event. They (students) might over 100 student managers on
go to games and maybe won't
even be able to tell what is going the team. Mullen said he would
on. But they know the best time be happy if BG could get 12 ded of the school year is home foot- icated guys and girls.
"It gets everybody involved in
ball Saturdays.''
Mullen spoke of tailgating, the program and lets people
going to parties, going to the know us," Mullen said. "The
game and crowd surfing. He more people that are involved in
said if BG could get 15.000 students in the stands they'll get the the football program is the more
full experience" and all of a sud- people that are going to take
den students will start looking pride in it. Student managers are
priceless to us."
forward to the games.
Before getting students in the
Mullen stated that if anyone is
stands though. Mullen slated to interested in becoming a stunecessities that he states are dent manager, they can contact
"important to the program."
him at 372-7080 or head football
Recniiling hostesses and the
football managers are in urgent manager John Clark at 352-4303.
We're trying to build up a
need right now for the team.
The hostesses are students of sports system and the system is
the University that help out the more than just the coaches and
coaches when recruits are in the players, it's the students.

rebound at WMU
By Joel Hammond
SP0R1S WRITER

In a conference like the MAC,
every basketball game is crucial.
The Lady Falcons, however,
may have their most crucial test
of the season Wednesday, as
they head north to take on
Western Michigan
Coming off three straight
conference losses, the most
recent a 77-74 overtime heartbreaker to Buffalo, the Brown
and Orange desperately need a
victory before the East-leading
Kent State Golden Flashes
invade Anderson Arena on
Saturday afternoon.
"Western always plays good
at home, and we haven't been
playing well on the road as of
late," said coach
Dee
Knoblauch. "We can't look past
anyone right now, because we
are not playing well at all.
Obviously Kent is a big game,
but that won't be a problem—
we'll be ready for WMU."
The Lady Falcons' (8-10. 4-3)
last two outings on the road
resulted in two tough losses, to
Kent State (92-55) and
Northern Illinois (73-58). The
team is 4-7 on the road for the
season.
Francrne Miller leads the
team with 12 points per game,
followed by Angie Farmer, who
averages nine. Miller scored 21
huge points against Buffalo.
Jackie Adlington added 14
points and 11 rebounds and
junior Dana Western scored 13
points.
"I thought we did play better
on Saturday, but there's still
room for improvement," said

BG looks to snap
three-game skid
Knoblauch. "Fouls have just
killed us the last three games,
especially with Franny fouling
out in against UB. We also need
to get our fast break going,
which will get us some easier
points."
Western Michigan is 4-13 on
the season, with a l-5recordin
MAC play. The Lady Broncos
are led by Karen Deurloo and
Sarah Hurrle, who average 15.9
and 15.2 points per game.
Deurloo also leads her team in
rebounding with seven per
game.
WMU was last in action at
Toledo Saturday, and they were
set back by the Rockets 82-46.
Deurloo provided another
strong performance, scoring 20
points and adding 11 rebounds.
"Hurlee is one of th? best
shooters in the MAC. and we'll
tighten up on her." said the
coach. "Deurloo can really
bang the boards and gets a lot
of easy scores, something we'll
have to minimize. We won't do
anything special, we'll play our
press and drop back, but we
will play much better defense."
The Lady Falcons play five of
their last nine games of the sea son on the road, starting
Wednesday night. Tipoff in
Kalamazoo is set for 7 pm.

SUNOAY
COLLEGE ID C
UNION CARD NIGHT

Alpha Phi Omega
National Coed Service Fraternity
I.eadership-Friendship-Service

MONDAY

$10 DANCES
TUISOAY
2-4-1 DANCES

Want to get involved in activities like:
*Dance Marathon
*Rock-A-Thons
'Humane Society
"Windsor Trips
'Spring Formal
*BW3 Nights
•Bake Sales
'Silent Auctions

WEDNESDAY

AMATEUR CONTEST
THURSDAY

$15 OANCIS C FREE
COVER 'TIL ARM

Information Nights:
Tues. Jan. 30 - 8:00 Conklin Meeting Room
Wed. Jan. 31-7:30 Mac North Lobby
Thurs. Feb 1 -8:15 Kriescher-Ashley Activity Room
and 9:15 Harshman-Bromfield Activity Room

Wood County's only LIVE
local Television news source.

Bowling Green
(8-10,4-3) vs.
Western Michigan
(4-13,1-5)
Tipoff: 7 pm in
Kalamazoo

FRIDAY

FREE TABLE
DANCES 8PM-10PM
WITH PAID ADMISSION

SATURDAY
COUPLES NIGHT

Questions? Can't attend but want more information?
Contact Sheryl at sheryli98(°\ahOQ.com 354-1603

FREE PASS
135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO S31-0079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM

VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISRN€LLO'S
U V€RV
^p203
N. Main K*
.
352-5166
^^F
>4.50 Minimum

Any 2 Item Pizza
10" 5.75 14- 9.25
12" 7.00 16 11.50
t Extra Faiita Chichptii i

5 Breadsticks Only S2.50

S

—PiSOnollO'S"
PttZQ/203N.MAIN

FREE DELIVERY '
352-5166
3

N<X VaW Wrrh Any Otter Offer • Enpires 05-31 -01

J

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

"

Weedays Only!
Large 1- Topping Pizza

J
■

6. 75extra Item* 1.25 ea.
Add Brdx S2.50

| Mon. Thru Thurs
Op»n at 4p.m.

FREE DELIVERY |

.3 M MAIN
S.

352-5166

Not VaW With Any Other Offer • Expires 05-31 -01

»
J

Eli's Choc. Chip Cheesecake $1.25

{

CHOOSE"^ 2
)
FOR 5.50 ;
OR 3/8.00 ;
FREE DELIVERY J

352-5166

203 N. MAIN
Not Valid With Any Oltier Otter • Expires 05-31 -01

J

*
JJ

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins
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Bartel places first | Davis dubbed missing piece'
SWIM. FROM PAGE 10

OK. We could have swam belter
and we could have swam worse."
The Red Hawks and Bobcats
defeated both the men and the
women
The women lost 54-188 against
Miami and 50-19;! against Ohio,
while the men lost 86-152 against
Miami and 102-139 against Ohio.
"We did pretty well," Hois said.
"I didn't do so well, but there were
a lot of personal best."
Sophomore Ray Bartel was the
only Falcon to swim to a first
place finish. He swam the 200yard breaststroke in a time of
2:11.77. In a close second place
was senior Matt Ellinger in a time
of 2:15.60.
"It was nice to see what the
competition was like," Hois said.
"Both teams had some strong
girls. Some divers dove really
well."
Other top finishers for the

Brown and Orange were sophomore Ryan Golden, O'Hara.
Jenkins, and Roehl.
c.i ili In i placed second in the
1000-yard freestyle in a time of
9:42.79 and third in the 500-yard
freestyle in a time of 4:45.28.
In the 200-yard freestyle in a
time of 1:55.64 O'Hara placed
second. She also placed third in
the 100-yard freestyle with a time
of 53.67.
Jenkins posted a second place
finish in both the 50 and 100-yard
freestyle in the times of 21.81 and
47.94.
In a time of 1:57.63 Roehl
swam the 200-yard backstroke,
which gave him a second place
finish.
The men's 400-yard medley
relay team placed third in a time
of 3:33.71, while the men's 400yard freestyle relay team placed
second in a time of 3:18.44.

Wolverines still alive

Associated Press Photo

COACHING COMMUNICATION: Browns new coach Butch Davis was the choice Cleveland pursued for weeks before giving in.
By Tom Withers

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 10

MSU's onslaught as Andy Hilbert
scored the game winning goal
from his stomach while MSU's
Brad Fast tried to pull him down.
Despite Fast's efforts. Hilbert still
managed to shoot the puck
through Ryan Miller's five-hole.
Going into the game. Michigan
was ranked No. 7 in the USCHO
poll and was second in CCHA
standings, behind No. IMSU.
With the victory the Wolverines
improve to 19-6-4 overall and 134-2 In the CCHA The Spartans
fall to 21-2-4 with a 14-2-3 mark
in the league.
However, the Wolverines will
have to survive the rest of the season without Ortmeyer. In a
January 23 game against Notre
Dame, Ortmeyer collided with a
UND player and landed on his
right foot, which probably caused
the tear.
At first the injury was not
thought to be serious, but an MRI
last Thursday found the torn ligament.
Ortmeyer will undergo recon-

structive surgery this week and is
hoping to return next season.
He was tied for fifth on the
team in scoring with lOgoalsand
21 points.
Close Title Race
Despite Saturday's loss and the
end of the 23-game streak, MSU
maintained it's No. 1 spot in the
USCHO poll. Michigan moved
up two places to No. 5 after the
victory. The Spartans also hold a
three-point lead in the conference standings over the second
place Wolverines.
In last weekend's action, UAF
tied fourth place NebraskaOmaha 3-3 on Friday before winning Saturday's matchup 3-2. The
Nanooks' have earned 18 points
in conference play this season for
a new school record. Northern
Michigan had won just one game
in January, but earned three
points against Western Michigan.
The Wildcats beat WMU 7-1 on
Friday and tied them 3-3 on
Saturday to tie with Ohio State for
sixth in the league.

AP SPORTS WRIUR

BEREA. Ohio — Butch Davis
changed his mind and the
Cleveland Browns never did.
They knew from the start Davis
was a perfect fit as their next
coach.
On Tuesday, after weeks of
pursuit capped by a shocking,
whirlwind weekend, the Browns
finally got their man.
Davis, who helped rebuild the
Dallas Cowboys into Super Bowl
champions and turned around
the scandal-ridden Miami
Hurricanes, was introduced on
Tuesday as the new coach of the
Browns.
"The coaching piece as far as
I'm concerned is now in place,"
Cleveland owner Al Lerner said.
"We've talked about having the
quarterback in place and the
defensive end. ... And here we

g°"

Davis, a 15-year assistant
coach under Jimmy Johnson,
resigned at Miami on Monday
before signing a five-year contract with the Browns, who fired
Chris Palmer on Jan. 11 following a 3-13 season.

Want to do something
memorable for your
Valentine?

Davis, 49, will reportedly make
in excess of $ 15 million over five
years, virtually tripling his salary
and making him one of the NFLs
highest-paid coaches. Palmer
made about $ 1 million in his two
seasons with Cleveland.
Browns president Carmen
Policy wouldn't divulge the exact
salary figures, but jokingly took
out his wallet and placed it on
the table to show that Davis did
n't come cheap.
"This is a great opportunity for
my family and a great opportunity to get back into the NFL.
said Davis, wearing one of two
Super Bowl rings he got with the
Cowboys. "It's obviously a challenge and you know going in
that there are going to be some
tough times."
It would be hard to imagine
any tougher times for the
Browns, who have gone 5-27 in
their two years back in the
league and have been grossly
overmatched in most games.
But Davis, who has dwelled in
football's basement before —
first with a 1 -15 Dallas team and
later under NCAA sanctions with
the Hurricanes — relishes the

chance to build the Browns into
a winner.
"I really felt like if I was going
to make the leap — if I was going
to make the change and leave
the University of Miami — this
would be the premier place I
could go," Davis said. "This
would be the type of organization that would give you a
chance and give you the
resources to win. ... We're not
going to let losing define our
character."
Davis, whose specialty is
defense, said he would use an
offense si::iilar to the pro-style
one he had at Miami.
Like all good coaches, we
steal from everybody," Davis
said. "We want to try and be versatile. I don't believe you can be
one dimensional and win. I
think we already have some of
the piecesrf the puzzle in place."
Davis' hiring surprised every
team around the league, none
more so than the Browns.
After preliminary talks with
Davis and agent Marvin Demoff
earlier tliis month, the Browns
were convinced that Davis was
staying at Miami, where he was

close to signing a five-year contract extension.
Davis, who took over at the
university in 1995 when it was a
national disgrace, led the
Hurricanes to an 11-1 record,
No. 2 ranking and win over
Florida in the Sugar Bowl this
past season.
He was comfortable at Miami,
but that didn't stop Policy and
Lerner from pursuit. The
Biowns top executives went to
Florida on Jan 12 and secretly
met With Davis for lunch al
Lerner's home in West Palm
Beach.
"It was an exciting meeting,
filled with a k>t of great conversa
lion." Policy said. "His opinions
and suggestions were illuminating. If he was No. 1 on our list
before that meeting, he was No.
1-plus after it.
T know that Mr. Lerner w;6
very taken with this man in
terms of his presence, his knowledge, his attitude and what we
perceive to be a significant quality of leadership."
But Davis politely declined the
Browns' Interest — although he
liked what he heard. Miami was

x>oooooo<x>oc<>o<x>o<x>o^^

Falcon Basketball.
(ZOO 1 BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY)

BG5U MEN'S

The I3& News has the solution!

BASKETBALL
vs. WESTERN
MICHIGAN

Show your sweetheart how much you care with a

ANDERSON ARENA

VALENTINE'S DAY PERSONAL

WEDNESDAY,
JAN. 3 1 , 7PM

in the B& News/

STUDENTS FREE
WITH VALID I.D.
CALL 1-B77-BGSU-TICKET
WWW. BG S U FA LCONS.COM

ADAM,
2x2* $QO
Will you be my
IT'S
Valentine? BURSARABUE!
Love, NIKKI
•Rv

■ Pay ad&wHt
be published
Wednesday, Feb. W.
1
"' Deadline is ^r
^B Monday, ^r
Fek/Z
' \£ ^w

BG

To inv dearest
Valentine Georgia,
I'm missing
you like gJ
candy?

Come, to 2PH West Hall
NEWS to place your ad or call372-6077.

Love,
Bobby

Game On.
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Op-LSoe
Everyday!
Ntw ysi CM ICCBSS 6V8ry
BG News luMyti missed
tram tha ctHtart tf your
home. Visit BG News
•frUlWftf:
• Archives of
every issue
since Spring '98
• Crosswords
Solutions
• BG Rental Guide

• Local movie
listings & reviews
• Classifieds
• "Ask Alice" &
other advice columns
• Horoscopes

bgnews.com

Help Wanttd

For Sate

CAMPUS POLLYEYE8""—
Lasagna Special
Thursday 11am to 9pm
Includes garlic bread and salad
$4.80
Dine in or pick up only
•—"CAMPUS POLLYEYES*-*"

"Child Cars Needed"
In our Parrysburg home for 21 mth.
old boy. Approx 2pm-6pm up to 4
days/wk. Early childhood edu. or
related major preferred. Call Ann
Marie • 419-874-0878.

1996 Otdsmobikt Achieva SC
2 door, automatic, A/C, cruise,
cassette. 10S.080 mtM.
$5,000 000. 373-6039 after 6:30pm

~

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977
Itx BG News will not knowingly accept
advcniwmcnti ihat discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
K> color, creed, religion, nanorul origin, sexual orientation, disability, statin
as a veteran, or on the basis o( any other
legally protected status
Hie BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to he
defamatory, lacking in factual basis,
misleading or false in nature All advertisements are subject to editing and
approval

Campus Events
Get involved on campus with MEMPSA & SAIN, men educating men.
Men Educating Men on the Prevention ol Sexual Assault & Sexual Assault Information Network. Applications can be picked up at 170 Student Health Service (Wellness Connection). Applications due by Feb.
1st. Training Feb. 2nd @ 3-Bpm
Any questions, call 372-0470. Come
and be a presenter and make a difference
£<J>F. iX-V. i.*l iAi\i £4>F £«H E*!!
Sigma Phi Epsilon recruitment
Jan. 31. Feb. 1, 5. 6 7 30-9:30pm
£«fi 1*K I*K 1»F. 1*F I»K i*E

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas
& Florida. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hinng Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
#111! Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 Days $279! Includes
Meals 4 Free Parties' Awesome
beaches, Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel.com
1 -800-6786386
• 111' Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen
Next to Clubs' Daytona $159! South
Beach$199' spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2001
Panama City Beach. Florida
Accommodations directly on the
STRIP. $80-110 per night, per room.
All rooms sleep 4-5 people, A
include kitchens. To book your
reservation, call 1-850-234-3997
Spring Break: Panama City, Daytona Beach, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www myspnngbreak net
1-800-575-2026

<+www*"**"¥WWww'm>

Personals

Confidential Eating Disorder
Support Group
Women & Men at all stages of
recovery. Group support &
encouragement. Confldantal
interactive discussions
Every Monday 7-8:30pm
Woman's Center, 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller O 372-7426 lor
more information.

arar Ar ar ST ar ar AT or
Delta Gamma Open Hecnjitmenl
Tuesday, January 30 & Wad.
Jan. 31. 8-9pm & 9-10pm O the
DG house. Bring your friends.
Can't wait to see you!

ar ar ar ar ar AT AT ar ar
Round Trip Ticket to Florida $99.
Greyhound Bus. 352-2329 call for
Info.
Turning Points'
An Informal Discussion Group
about eating disorders, weight
issues & normal eating. Beginning
Tuesday. February 20 (for 7
sessions) 10:30am-12:00pm
To register call 372-2091.
Co-sponsored by the Counseling
Center and the
Student Health Service
Unlimited tanning S30 a month, new
bulbs, campus tanning 352-7889.

Wanted
Roommate needed lo share 7th 3*.
apt. Own bedroom, $215/month +
utilities Nonsmokers only. Call Eric
at 352-4115.

Help Wanted
$10 AN HOUR ♦ COMMISSION!!!!!!
Truareon-Chemlawn is currently
looking for energetic candidates, who
seek to make good money while improving their communication skills
through telephone sales.
- Make up lo $15 an hour!!!
• $200 Sign on Bonus!!!
- No expenence necessary!!
- Work in a fun environment with fun
people'!
- Work for an employer who is willing to work around your existing
school or work schedule!!
• Full and Part-Time Positions Avar!.!
- No cold calling leads are provided"
• Give us a call-we'll talk to everyone!'
Call Neal w (4.9(8X4=5004 or tax
resume to (419)874-7107 to see
how Trugreen-Chemlawn can help
you further your career!!
$9 AN HOUR!?!
We're looking for enthusiastic people who enjoy talking on the phone
and working in a fun environment!!
N.o_SeJiiPQ ReggirecjJ
Opportunity for increased earnings
Fun Work Environment
Part-Time Mon-Thurs: 5-9pm
Sat 9am-12pm
Industry Leader: Trugreen-Chem

Fairy tale house in Perrysburg
needs happy person to keep it shiny
and bright 16 hrs. a week through
March. Then 8-10 hrs. a wk. (including summertime). Work schedule
adjustable to class schedule. Please
email EMcCreeeBGnet.BaSU.edu
or call 372-WOflK. Thank you!
Lawn care specialist, up to SlOVhr.
or more with expenence. Full and
pan-time available. Please call TruGreen Chemlawn at 874-3575, ask
tor Jeff.
Mature, loving nanny needed to care
for our child In our BG home. M-F
(10-4). References and transportation required Call Jenny or Leslie at
823-7017.

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

Computer: Compaq Prtsarlo, Peneum til 700 MHZ, IIS MB RAM. 20
GB Hard Drive, CD-ROM. CD-RW,
56K Modem. 10/100 MB Ethernet.
15- Monitor, Windows 98 SE.
$1400. 372-3968. Erne*:
bwilsoObgnet.bgsu.edu.

ISO E. Wnkintton StrsH. »o»linf GrNa

354-6036
ATTENTION
GRAD STUDbNTS!
Joy-Men Apartments

HONDAS FROM $5001 Police knpounds and tax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 ex14558.

803415 81ti St/Aval. Now & Fcl
2 bedroom-$«7Wmo.-12 mo. lease
Some remodeled

LOSE 2-ZOO * LBS)
Fast/Safe/All-Natural. ALSO Programs for Athletes A Body-Builders!
This Ad • 15% OFF! CALL 330488-0447 or 1-800-554-7383.

$550/mo.-12mo. lease
loundry fad*** on-site
♦Air/heat

Pool table, cues, bass, acces
$100.00 new 373-1791.

The Highland!
22) Napoleon Rrj.
One bedroom laundry facttles
in bug., ale. quiet
Rom $3y5/month—

For Rint

Part-time childcare staff positions,
available, please call 352-2506.

• •

.

The HomesteadRESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Pan-Time, and Sub positions avail, ranging from 28 to 70
hrs. biweekly. Salary is $7.55/hr. for
first 90 days, thereafter beginning at
$10.24/hr. based upon expenence.
High school diploma or GED required; no experience necessary.
Positions avail, in Bowling Green
and Portage areas Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DO, 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS Counselors
needed for girts' camp in Maine. Top
salary, travel paid in full,
room/boardflaundry/uniform provided CAMP VEQAI! Visit our website
at www.campvega.com, complete
an application and receive a camp
video or call 1-800-838-8342. On
campus Wednesday, March 28th
Room 104 Olscamp Hall. 10am3pm.
We want to meet you!
Renhill Staffing Services is having
a |Ob recruit at the Woodland Mall
on Thursday, February 1st from
10-3. Please bring a picture ID and
Soc. Security Card
Hope to see you there!
353-1540.

Giaduate Homing

"Needed immed/own room. 1 female/2 il related, located at 729 4th
St. $225/450/mo. Can 363-0325.

One and two bedroom A/C,
on-stte laundry, ceramic tie.
soundproof corstructiori skylights

•01-02 Houses, Apts.. & Efficiencies
•729 4th St. 4 bedroom, C/A
•311 & 316 E. Merry, 2 bedroom Apt
•146 S. College, eff., kid. utfts. W/D.
'309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms (net. ullte.
Cat 353-0325 9am-9em.

dtshwaarters, voJted ceings
Rom ♦510/month -12 month tease
14354 Met POt
3+ bedrooms, rural setting

1 -4 sublessors needed at Haven
House Apts. ASAP on Woosler.
$480/mo. Please contact 354-4440
or 352-9378.

W/D. city services
$1060/rr»nth-12 month

Cad 354-6036 Rom 9-5

3-4 sublessors needed from MayAug., turn. 3 bedrooms., $800/mo.
373-1712.

Take a virtual lour at
^ www.wcrt*t.otg/-hlofllond^

Apt. for rent, 2 bdrm, furnished, 704
5th Street, Available May, Aug. or
Summer leases, 352-3445
Available immediately:
1 large bdrm. in cozy, rooming
house Great location. $235/mo.
including utilities.
For info call 373-1905.

Management Inc.

SIGNING LEASES
NOW

Female subleaser needed, $225/ineluding utilities, except electric and
phone. Own room, available ASAP.
Phone » 354-1249 or 354-3456.

1992 Honda Prelude S Red, Sunroof, rear spoiler. 5-speed. 121,000
miles, $4500 or best offer 353-8810.
1995 Mercury Sable GS. 4-door sedan, automatic, A/C, cruise, cassette. Well-maintained. 76,800
miles $4500 Call late afternoons,
evenings, weekends. 352-1398.

•t

200172002

For Rent. 1 bdrm duplex, 2 btks
from campus. Very private, Aug.
lease, 1 person. Call 352-9392.

Management Inc.

••

Hillsda* Apts. 1082 Fairview.

House for rent, 1 block from campus. Excellent cond. Siblings & 2
roommates, $1400. 353-9102

I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm.
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

Houses. 1, 2. & 3 bdrm. apts beginning May '01. 9 & 12 mo leases
352-7454

For Sale

=0)

Now Leasing '0ir02
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St 1 &
2 bdrms.. 616 2nd St. 1 bdrm. and
efficiency. Call 354-9740 for more
info.

Management Inc.
EmgreeaA|rt.2.5E. Poe
Studios

8L

Large I Bdrms.

Laundry on site
Subleaser needed, 208 I Merry Apt
C, 1 bdrm., $285/mo. ♦ uH*.. unfum., lease til Aug., new carpet, ask
for Anna 353-1780.

Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

<*****************************

Management Inc.
Ileinzailc Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in (hem
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

IflffQCail Neal O (4i9)fiZ4^0jQ4 or fax
resume to (419)874-7107 to eee

Management Inc.

further your career!!

Willow House Apts. S30 Fourth Si
I bdrm./Air Condition

<****************************:

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 -Call 353-5800

A!EECA
Management Inc.

0)17) i

Stop by our office at
IMS N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcaKt.ort/-iBecca

lwww.bgsu.edu/recsports
INTRAMURAL ACTIVl Hi S

Cla-Zd Mu'iiliT

Trip Planning for
Outdoor Leaders (LDS)

Tuesday. February 20
Perry Field House
Sari Time: 9 00 pm.
Coil S5 (members); SIO (non-members)

■-:■.:• ) * 353-1

Appalachian Trail (AT)
Preparation & Planning
Monday. March 5
Perry Field House
Start Time 9:00p.m.

Coir $S (members); SIO (non-members)

Far more inform J non. please call
the SRC Main Office at 2-2711
If hand-delivering, due by 3 OOpm to
BO Pang Raid House. If sending
sltctronlcally. due by noon.
Infi-.-m i. . ' Team H.indb.ill Officials
m:«'d«'d. No cipcrirnco necessary.
Apply in I3C Perry FM Id House. Must
compli-tv I.ikchomu ruk-* tV'.t JIT

I ynT Iprfno ftfw*e9—o«t'»

k Eaytona
•aaaaaaaaa>ai*iaaaaWl2t..-

u't.|i:nu!i3

llScfDay«*a-s Finest Beach From

Kyokuthln Karate
Student Rec Canter Dance Room
J.nuar, 2S-A|Htl 25. 2001
Sunday. Monday and Wadnaiday Nlohla
7:00-8:00pm l.nta'madlatal; 800-i:00pm (baoinnar)
CMC
SmdeniMMambara: Uf
Non MaVnoam: US
•Mia karaM nitnnnl

FACUUY/5TAH:

■ataastaaei Uam U

Strength Training
Wednesdays from Fab. 21- Apr! 4

Hatha Yoga.

Noon-1:OOpm;5:30pm-6:30pnt

Student Rec Center Danes Room

Cost $15 (mtanbsrs); $30 (non - m embers)

Jamary 24-May 1 JOOI
W«0"e»days from 4 OO-S 15p*n (InlaimadSala)
TkutllMya ffom i 0O-5 OOom IbafMwl

OUTDOOR PROGRAM!:
| our "Spring Break Party Card

INS I RUCTION AL
PROGRAMS

Midnight Madness Skiing
Mad River Mountain in Ohio
February 3,3001
Cost: $3B-$t30
Limit: 36
Deadline:
January 81

Coal:
Studanta/Mamoara: $4S
Naw Mambara:taS
-If ant LkmM: 30
Waar looaa fming clothaa & briny a watar bottla
Particlpania will be taking off Ihalt ahoaa.

"PewyMi

Tit»nv*vv*v4j

CM:
S20 (o+* ffHUkfJ

BBSU

$50 (Uuue aaaavOK ptmmMM
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GET

NEW

THE

ENROLLMENT

CAMPAIGN

We think BGSU students are the
best and we want to enroll
another outstanding class—
just like you—for Fall 2001.
That's why the University has
launched a new advertising and
marketing campaign.

HELPS

12-WEEK

BGSU

SPREAD

ITS

CAMPAIGN

The first phase, a four-week Presidents' Day campaign now
underway, includes:
> 1,000 television spots, airing on MTV, Comedy Central, WB, WBGU
plus the major networks and others
> 1,000 radio spots broadcast on WIOT, WJUC, WVKS, WAKS, WMJI
and others

Turn on your radio or television
this week or watch for
billboards and you're sure to
Get the BiG Picture.

> 75 outdoor billboards

We want everyone in the
University community to be
familiar with the campaign
and marketing messages.
The campaign's first phase
is designed to increase
attendance at the annual
Presidents' Day open house,
Feb. 19. The second phase will
raise awareness and put BGSU
uppermost in the minds
of prospective students
and parents.

The second phase, an eight-week blitz following Presidents' Day,
includes over 2,000 30- and 10-second television spots, plus
billboards in 150 locations.

Radio and TV commercials
are high-energy, music-based
ads in the style of Moby and
Radiohead. Featuring
memorable images of University
students, faculty and staff and
the sounds of campus life, the
ads are designed to appeal
primarily to students, while still
engaging parents.

WINGS

> newspaper ads
> direct mail invitations to students, parents and counselors

EXPANDED

TARGET

MARKETS

In addition to northwest Ohio and northeast Ohio, the Canton
and Akron areas will be included in the campaign.

KEY

MESSAGES

BGSU's small college atmosphere with major university opportunity
is the campaign's central theme. The University's outstanding faculty,
commitment to diversity, first-year success programs, 165 major
choices, and friendly, residential campus contribute to the BiG
difference which makes the University stand out.
NEW

ADMISSIONS

WEB

SITE

The Web site: CHOOSE BGSU was developed to offer prospective
students the BiG picture online, making it easy to find information,
register for Presidents' Day and apply electronically.
YOU'RE

PART

OF

THE

BIG

PICTURE

And we invite you to share your enthusiasm and make
recommendations to prospective students.

BGSU

THE

BOWLING

ULTIMATE

GREEN

UNIVERSITY

STATE

EXPERIENCE

UNIVERSITY

